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The Red Flame by Mail to You
In response to hundreds of requests, from almost every state in America from Canada and from
Mexico, THE RED FLAME decided to accept subscriptions for six months, beginning with the January issue. The response surpassed our fondest hop es. The price for six numbers by mail, prepaid,
will be $1 50, a twenty percent saving to you, if you are buying THE RED FLAME regularly.

THE RED FLAME will continue to be offered for sale at thousands of news stands the country
over, but if you prefer to have it delivered to you direct, in a plain wrapper, mail prepaid, remit ~y
certified check, money order or draft, $1.50 to THE RED FLAME, BISMARCK, N. D., and you will
receive the next six numbers, AND THEY WILL BE WARM ONES.
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ATTENTION! FORWARD, MARCH!
Are you in step, Mr. American? Will your Americanism stand the acid test?
the work THE RED FLAME IS DOING? Then get in line!

Do you believe in

Speak a word for THE RED FLAME; boost a little; buy a copy and pass it along to someone
who needs it; persuade your news dealer to handle it and to display it where it can be seen; tell
your friends about it.
·
It's a big job. THE RED FLAME doesn't begin to pretend that it can do it alone, but if YOU
put your shoulder to the wheel and induce a friend or two to do likewise, and then pass the ~ood work
alon~, SOON WE WILL HAVE IN THIS BRAVE. SWEET LAND OF OURS A MIGHTY ARMY
OF LOYAL AMERICANS, PREACHING, LIVING, BREATHING AND FIGHTING FOR 100 PERCENT AMERICANISM!

'Che Red 1'/ame
'Published by the Citizens Economy League
Bi:1marck, N. D.
Copyrighted

FEBRUARY, 1920

Volume I

THE RED FLAME
THE RED FLAME is a periodical of protest against revolutionary radicalism.
THE RED FLAME stands for 100 percent Americanism.
THE RED FLAME opposes all forces which. would destroy
and tear down our government.
THE RED FLAME stands for home, church and state; for
the preservation of family life; for the sanctity of the marriage

Number 4

THE RED FLAME does not believe in the logic of the brasslunged soap box orator.
THE RED FLAME doubt tlie ii1cerity of the agitator who
finds evil in everything that pertains to law and order.
THE: RED FLAME believes that America must be aroused
to the necessity of defending itself against the insidious propaganda with which the Commune Internationale is invading our
homes, our churches and our government.
THE RED FLAME asks that real American stand up and
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vow; for loyalty to THE STARS AND STRIPES and for irespect for our constitution.
THE RED FLAME believes in America, in the men who
founded it, in the men who have fought for it.
THE RED FLAME believes the rnlvation of America today
depends upon the defeat of the enemy within.
THE RED FLAME believes America is worth fighting for;
worth living for; worth dying· for.
THE RED FLAME does not believe in the rule of the minority.

be counted; that real Americans prove themselves worthy of
their glorious heritage by showing a willingness to fight for
its preservation.
THE RED FLAME insists that this fight is your fight; that
YOU, as an individual, must stand ready to do your part.
THE RED FLAME believes that the ZERO HOUR is approaching.
THE RED FLAME asks YOU to be ready when that hour
comes to go over the top, for your GOD, your FLAG and your
COUNTRY!

THE RED FLA.ME
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THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF AMERICA
"The Call to A tion H

Come-The Workers Mus1 Answer the Call-The Conquest by the Proletariat of the Power of the State."

COM H J TJ T PARTY OF A 1ERI A
hicago, Ill."

" ~ he goyermnent, f d rul and local, i adopting the mo t
· ive mea ures a •uin t the 1 roleturiat. Armed !or e,
martial law and military inYa ion ar, u ed again t trlk
~T TE AFTER , TATiiJ (with the e. ce1itlon of Soviet North
l>akota, our friend, the
ommuni t might have aid) HAS
ADOPTED 'CRIMI .. ' AL
Yi.. TDICALISM' MEASURES, MAKL:TG ALdO T A.. TY ADVOCACY Olf
HLITANT PR LE•
'!'ARIA TA TI S A CRI IE."
But not in yorth Dakota.

1'he home ofllee of the Communi t Party of America i 12Hl
Blue I. land Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
We hardly believe that BIG BUSL ESS is responsible for t::i~
excerpt which will tie published here from the "MANIFESTO
A .. .,.D PROGRAM.''
"LO ... YG LIVE THE COMMU •• IST 1 ... TTER,.TATIO... TALE LO .. TG LIVE THE ,voRLD REVOLUTIO T!"
That banner line might appear in the Townley pre . OnJ
would hardly exp t it to show up in such a BIG BUSL Tb ! :
periodical as The Saturday Evening Po. t, for im;tnnce. It i
the closing defiance of PAMPHLET NO . 1, which anyone interested in the ov rthrow of America and world government:::
generally may read if they end ten cents to the C mmunist
Party of America.

The ouly crime of high trea on ln North Dakota today is
criticism of or oppo ition to the COMMUNE.
"On the least pretext agitators are arrested"-again, not in
Soviet North Dakota.
"The Communi t Party realizes the immensity of its task ;
it realizes that the final struggle of the Communist proletariat
will be waged in the United States, our CONQUEST OF
POWER ALO .. ·E ASSURL."G THE WORLD SOVIET RE·
PUBLIC. Realizing all this the Communist prepares for "he
:truggle."
AND THE TOW .... LEY PRESS OF NORTH DAKOTA
CRITICISES AND co . ·DEM . . ·s EVERY EFFORT ON THE
PART OF THE AMERICAN GOVER."MENT TO LIKEWISE
GIRD ITS LOINS FOR THE FRAY.

Of cour~e tll re t no comrnuui t party in Am rj a.
THAT I ArOTHim BIG BU L "fE
LIE!
Yet, on our de k i Pamphl t "fo. 1, Price 10 cent .
"MA .. rn ESTO A. TD PROGRAM
Con titution
REPORT TO THI~ OMMU... T!ST I TTER TATIO rfAL

rt 1 pre

THE RED FLAME
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THI!' CR OF THE RED I.
WORLD'S .,..AR.
U PREPARED E S I
THE CR" TODAY AS TBE
' RLD FA E
TOT YAR BUT EXTl!..R I ATION !
''Tb Indu trial :\rorker of the World 1 w gtng an aggre .
h- campaign of or nnizaUon. It ha decided to affiliate with
th
ommuni t Internationale.
THE COMMU •1 T PARTY
E ·DOR, ES THE I. W. W. AS A REVOLUTI0~ 1 RY 1 ..;
1 VI•, IE T, WHILE CRITICISL TG ITS THEORETI AL
SBORTCOMI GS."
And under the Soviet government of rorth Dakota thl
r volutionary ma movcm nt may r ar it. Red Flag of de tr . tion where it will in .1. •orth Dakota!
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outgrowth of th Lhb T , r1... • of the
cinli t I nrty; and th t
ou of th
hlning If ht of Ulat I ft Win
n Kat Richard
O'Hare. It is for this
oman's release from federal prison
whitb r he wn con ign d for five year for b r attempt to
prevent America fr m d f ndln i If in the •orld nr Q\TER • R LY
J. FRAZIER OF ..:ORTH DAYOTA H RAJ ED HI. VOi EI
.TI O. WITH TH T Oll., !ADAME
I
i. D OTHER IMPORTim
SO I.ALI T
0
THID LEFT WI ·G WHOM Ill!J HAS PLA ED L.' THE EDU
CATIO.i:' L
Y TEM
Ii A STATE WHO h
!OTHERS
KATE RICHARDS O'HARE LIKE . . ~ED TO BROOD SOWS
A~ ·n wnosE FIGHTL. TG m. SHE DECLARED FIT ON.LY
FOR FER'l'ILIZER !
T
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"Tbere i a r •volutiouary up urge in the old union. -1.'Ilb
LO GSHOREl\rn . . ' )b' SEATTLE HAVE JUST IUJFUSED TO
ALLOW 1\IU .. 'ITIO •. l!'OR KOLCHAK & CO. TO BID TUA . ·
PORTflD. THEHF.1 IS A STRO TG
F.i ... ·T!~IE .T IN FAVOR
OF THE RUSSIA .. T ' OVIET REPUBLIC."
.
"Tbe Communist Party appears at a moment of profound
proletarian unrest. (Yultures always appear when there i~ carrion to be had.) There has been strike after strike, developin~
larger afld more aggressive character."
Recall the utter disgust expressed by the Soviet Or~ans of
Townleyism when patriotic American officials of the United
Mine Workers of America voted to accept the word of President
Wilson's commission and to terminate the miners' strike upon
a basis equitable to all.
Note the frantic desparation with which Governor Frazier
plunged North Dakota into a strike of coal miners who did no~
want to strike!
We learn with no surprise that the Communist Party is a 1

The <'omm1111i t Party tell:-: u: that when the atlonal Execuitvc < ommitt<'e of the ()('iali t Party met in l\lny to purge the
1mrty of the LF,I; T WL ·n. "THI<J MODERATES WHO HAD
Bl<.}'.,
DOML ·A.''l, I.... TIU} SOCIALIST PARTY WERE
OVJDRWHI~Ll\IINGLY RF,Pl DIATI•m.
KATE RICHAR.J:i
O'HARE ( SUPPORTED BY THE LEFT WI G) DEFEATED
HILLQUIT FOR LTTERNATIO 'AL SECRETARY, 13,262 to
4 775."
• •o wonder that Governor Frazier and other Soviets chiefs
are asking President Wilson to turn Kate Richards O'Hare
loose!
T

The Party Constitution
Sec. 1 of the Communist party constitution fairly well dt!·
fine.., the whole scheme :
"THE .AME OF THI. ORGANIZATIO. SHALL BE THE
C'OMMUNIST PARTY OF AMERICA. ITS PURPOSE SHALL
RE THE EDUCATION A •D ORGA. IZATION OF THE WORKL 'G CLASS FOR THE ESTABLISHME .T OF THE PROLE-

THE RED
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TARIAT, THEJ A
AND

THE

LITIO

O t THE CAPITAL! T
E T O
THE
OM

E T BLI H

T
i~IST

SOCIETY."
We can no quite a ly under tand the educational aim ,,f
the orth Da ota t te board of
mini trntlon hicb filled
the travelin librarie of rorth Dakota 1th Kautzky, incla 1 r,
Trotzky, arx, M yer-go on down the 11 t of the literature of
nn rchy and communism and Bol hevi m hich a expo ed
in the bou e of repr ntative durin the recent special esslon, not omitting to notice the prominent place given Ellen Kev·s
expo ition of free love.

Program of the Party
"The Communi t Party i

the con ciou

e pre. ion ot the

LAME
t nt ap al for pr ~ t rian REVOLUTIO . . T ' the ov rthrow of
rapitnli m
D THFJ E TABLI H EirT
DI T TORHIP OF THE PROL :.1T RIAT. A
only "thre or four thou and mur r " in a p ce o
to mak a good
(get tllat,
r. Farmer, upon wh ~ land and daught r
R d WOBBLY now worl in your BLOCK may have hi eye )
nnd radunlly ab-orbed in the working group., the proletarian
dictator. hip di appear , until finally THE T TE DIE .
WHERE SOCIALISM STRIKES
Socialism strikes at home, at marriage and at family life.

~· -

-

OH GOOJ
HELP,.' I-\€ u>!

~

trug rJe of the ·orker a ~nlu t capitali m, its aim 1 to
direct thl struggle to the conqu t of political ! wer, the ovet ·
throw of capitalism A D THE DESTRUCTION 011' THE
BURGEOISE STATE.
"The Communist Party prepare it elf for tbe revolution -;n
the measure that 1t develops a program of immediate actio,1 1
expressing the ma struggle of the proletnria t. The.'e struggles must be inspired with revolutionary spirit and purpo:e .
(Hark back to Governor Frazier' Labor dny peech in Bi~marck.)
"The Communist Party is 'fundamentally a pnrty of ac!ion.
It brings to the worker a con~ciou. ne. s of their oppre,sion, of
the impo ibilty of imroving their condition under cnpitali ro.
The Communi t Party direct the worker ' trug 0 fo again. t cupitalism, d velopin"' fuller form~ and purpo e in thi trngg!e
CULMI ~ ATING LT THE MAS ACT IO.. OF TllE REYOL r.
cla

TIONI

"The Communi t Party

hall keep in the foreground it con-

It would vest all property in the state, taking away from the
man and woman who marry their right to own a pome, around
which centers real family life. Realizing this, they seek to
abolish family life, family ties and marriage, and make mere
community take the place of the home and the family. When
women realize this, they will unite against the menace that
threatens to destroy the sancity of the home and family lite.
With the right of uffrage, their influence and power again~t an·
vancing socialism and other enemies of government will now be
the more effective.-Hennepin County Herald.
LIKE OIL AND WATER
The interests of the farmer and the Nonpartisan league, like
oil and water, do not mix, and the farmer will wake up some
day and find that he has been both duped and robbed. It takes
the farmer at times a long time to ;vake up and when he does
the fur will fly. Socialists' principles applied to the farming
bu. ine clo not mix.-Welcome Time.

~
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Four Heroes of World's War Victims of Opening Battle of Red Revolution
merican Le~ion Men Shot Down by Cowardly I. W. W. Cur While Marchin2' in Armi tice Day Parade
at Centralia, Wa h.- ou or omeone You Love lay be e ·t-Will You Organize in Re i tance or Tamely Submit to Murder?-Cornplete tory of Atrocity Given by Eye Witne
Monte ano, Wn b. F b. 2. - Th murder trial of the el ven
Iudustrial Worker of the World, accused ot shooting In cold

DALE HUBBARD
Killed

LT. W. 0. GRIMM
Killed
blood four Centralia American Legion men, at Centralia, during a patriotic Armistice Day parade, opened here January 26.
The defendants have plead not guilty. They are represented
by George F. Vanderveer, of Seattle, who has spent recent

years defending radical
dicalism to murder.

of crimes ranging from criminal syn-

ARTHUR McELFRESH
Killed

BEN CASAGRANDA
Killed

The state's attorneys are confident of victory and say that
they will prove that the service boys, several qt them oven...
men, were assassinated in cold blood; that the killing wu
planned days in advance; and that the fatal shots were flred

THE RED FLAME
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not only from the I. W. W. hall but also from a hotel on the
opposite side of the treet and from Seminary Hill, a quarter
of a mile a ay.
The chief link ) n the tate's case 1 a confe sion from Loren
Roberts, one of the prisoners, In which Roberts ays the kllling
was planned by the I. W . W. and the members armed and

JA 11!..S l\lcL. 'NERY

He has over 100 witne ses and bas been using six investigators
or detectives in preparing his ca e.
Jn an effort to offset the confession of Robert he wlll claim
that Roberts ls insane. He tried to get a eparate trial for
Roberts on the ground o his alleged insanity but Judge Jann
Wilson, of Olympia, overruled the motion.

HKE

0. C. BLA rD

Are You Ready to Trust Government to This Type of Men?
Instructed to kill four men. Two of the men who died were
marked men, according to the names given by Roberts. They
were marked for death, he says in his confession, because of
their anti-wobbly attitude.
In addition the state will have 238 witnesses, most of whom
saw the assassination. There are other confessions and partial

JOH.1."' LAMB

Inasmuch as the streets were crowded with paraders and
spectators at Centralia on Armistice Day, there should be no
difficulty in proving whether or not the service men attempted
to raid the hall. At the coroner's inquest only one man, Dr.
Bickford, said that any move towards the I. W. w. hall was
made. The state expects little difficulty in proving this false.

ROX BECKER

LORE1 r ROBERTS

Another Trio of Suspects-Advocates of Red Revolution
confessions, according to the state's attorneys, but these have
.11ot been made public as yet.

Vanderveer, in defending his clients, will adopt the plea of
self-defense. He has said in court that he intends to show
that the dead men were killed while raiding the I. w. W. hall.

The fact that high-power army rifles were used instead of
pistols is pointed to by the state as proof of a plot.
There has been and will continue to be probably a good deal
of propaganda circulated. Vanderveer consistently has endeavored to solicit the support of labor through his talks in court.

He calla the trial of the I. W. W. a "persecution of labor."
He said once, "I represent labor." Then he cited the Seattle
Trades and Labor Council as a client. An official of the Seattle
Trades and Labor Council later said, it had no connection with
Vanderveer In the present case, although he bad handled some
other legal matters for them.
These indirect appeals tor labor support have won no sym-

ELMER SMITH
J. W.W. Attorney, Held as Accessory

•

wearing the olive drab uniform when they fell. Grimm wu
<'ommander ot the Centralia Post of the American Legion. The
:funerals of these men were attended by service men from all
over western Washington.
Six to eight weeks will be needed to try the case, attorneys
estimate, so that it can hardly end before the end of March.
The present jury panel numbers only 92 and this number prob-

EUGENE BARNETfE

BRITT SMITH

The Wobblies' Counsel and Leaders of the Attack
pathy here where the details of the crime ls well known. ably will not be sufficient to get the 12 needed jurors. Women
What effect they may have in distant points, where the full generally have asked their right of exemption, with the result
that no women probably will be in the jury box when taking
facts are not known, is problematic.
Opposed to Vanderveer, and whatever other attorneys he may of evidence begins. Some also will be excused for prejudice
have in his employ, will be Herman Allen, prosecutor of Lewis and others probably because they do not believe in capital
County; C. D. Cunningham, special prosecutor and an ex-serv- punishment, which was restored in this state by the last legisice man; W. H. Abel, of Montesano, special prosecutor; and lature.
EtTorts to use propaganda here preceding the trial have been
F. P. Christianson of Olympia, assistant attorney general. Cunningham and Abel are rated as two of the best criminal lawyers made. Circular letters, malled in Seattle, but claiming to be
from a "defense council" in Butte, Montana, were mailed out
in western Washington.
The shooting at Centralia is believed to be the climax of by supporters of the prisoners. These set forth a plea of
a long era of trouble caused by the radicals. "Strike on the self-defense. No mention of the use of gunmen in buildings
job" has been their favorite slogan throughout southwestern opposite the I. W. W. hall or on Seminary Hill, however, was
Washington lumber districts. Few strikes were started that made in this statement. Citizens of Centralia followed this
they did not jump into, claim they were staging them and then, with a circular giving the service men'a aide of the case.
Every legal issue leading up to the trial has been bitterly
if the strikers won, to claim the credit.
fought to date. First the defense secured a change of judges.
The authorities have been free to allow the I. W. W.'s to
Next, a change of venue was given the prisoners, permitting
conduct public meetings and operate halls. Mrs. Faulkner,
the case to be tried at Montesano, Grays Harbor county, which
mother of one of the accused men, a boy of 22, blames the
ls 60 miles from the scene of the shooting. The state fought
police and the agitators for the plight of her son. "If they both these points.
had preventP-d the preaching of these doctrines, my son would
Then Vanderveer wanted a second change of venue for the
not be where he is today," she said while waiting at the jail
prisoners to get the case to Tacoma. On Saturday, January 10,
to pay him a weekly visit. "The agitators and the police are
Judge Wilson granted the second change under terms of a
to blame."
civil statute. On the Monday following the state brought In
Steel spikes in logs, emery dust in machinery were frequently the criminal code for Washington on the subject, conTinced
found here prior to and during the war and the blame gen- Judge W'ilson that he had been wrong and he reversed his
erally has been laid to the I. W. W. These things augmented decision.
the bitterness between good citizens and I. W. W. and eventually
Vanderveer, in fighting against a reversal ot the declakm,
lead the I. w. W. to shoot down the service men. Warren brought in four witnesses to testify on whether or not prejudice
Grimm, one of the killed men, served overseas with the Siberian existed in Montesano. His witnesses failed apparently to come
expeditionary force. Another was a prominent druggist. Ben up to his expectations, for out of the four, three declared "• fair
Casagranda was a bootblack and Dale Hubbard the son of a try could be had in Montesano." Of the three so tfftlfYlng
millman. Hubbard was shot to death by the I. W. W. who two were Socialtsts.
later was lynched; the killing occurring after Hubbard had
Newspaper men, who have studied the sentiment of Montepursued his man for several hundred yards.
sano 'and the county, feel that the eleven men accused of the
The other three died in Centrau,-•s main street. All were Centralia murder will get a fair and Impartial trial here. Clti-

10
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z ns here g nerally do not want them convicted of murder
because they are I. W. W .'s; they only ~ant them convicted
because they hav kllle men, if they have killed them. As
far as the American Legion and good citizen are concerned
there will be no viol nee during the trial and the radical ·ill
have no chance to tart it becau e Jud e Wilson has m de
dequate preparations for safeguarding the courthouse, the jail,
the prisoners, the jurors and the ·itne ses.
With a hundred or more ·itnesses here daily, a jury, several
hundred visitors daily and many lawyers, the little city of
ontesano, with its 2,500, has become a very busy place.

Four telegraph ires 111 carry out the ne
and tho m il
will take a ay each day stories written by a score or so of
ne spapermen and women.
Never before h ve returned ser icemen been shot down in
the streets; s ldom are 11 men on trial for their lives at one
time and for these reasons and b cause the I. W. W. and
American Legion stand opposed interest in the case is nationwide.
April 1 probably will roll around before the final verdict is
given- and hen it ls given it probably wm determine whether
the men now held will be hanged or go free.

--1'00 MUC~
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HOW MILLS "HELPED!"

Gun Taken Off Red ' Attorney
Spectators, Jurors Searched for Arm.s at Trial of
Centralia I. W. W.
Mont~sano, Wash., Feb. 2. - Gun toting in the tr.ial
of 11 J. w. W.'s here was forbidden today.
George F. Vandeveer, attorney for the 11 who are
charged with the murder of three American Legion men
at Centralia, Wa~h., on Armistice day, was the first to J.,e
disarmed. Judge J. M. Wilson ordered the "gat" taken
from Vandeveer when the prosecution complained. Vandeveer said there had been many threats to "get" him because of his activity in the defense of I. W. W .'s here
and elsewhere.
Judge Wilson ordered all jurors, witnesses and spectators questioned regarding their armament.
Selection of a jury was still in progress today.

M1lls was doing his energetic best to f nsure succe s for a

strike in the carri r industries of New Zealand, organized by
a radical labor element corresponding with the I. W. W. who
have been o charitably protected and encouraged by the soviets
government of North Dakota.
The purpose of this strike was to tie up all shipping.
Its object was to leave the farmer's fruit and grain and other
produce rotting in the fields.
And the farmers of this enlightened land-CO-OPERATORS,
NOT SOCIALISTS-cooperated to man the trains and the docks
and the wharves, in order that they might get their produce to
the world's markets, and agitators of the Walter Thomas Mills
type were driven out of the country by these same farmers,
armed with good American hickory axe handles and sound
Anglo-Saxon guts.
And then Walter Thomas Mills came to North Dakota to
frame the acts which were to usher in the new day-THE
NEW NIGHT.1 fARE, as the fighting parson of St. Thomas has
so aptly termed it!

THE RED FLAME

WHAT OW LEYI M ME
FAR ER

STO

I o Must Bear

Agriculturist Who upports Lea ue
Government Burden

The soviets assembly fn its regular session at the beginning of
1919 made a state ta levy of $4,640,826, which was 168.94 per
cent more than the 1918 levy.
This same as embly, dominated by a "Farmers' Movement"
provided that the farmer, through an approach to a single ta
on lands, pay 70.36 percent of all the state tax. In 1918 the
farmer paid but 64.89 percent of the state tax.

11

charge the farmer ith the ame proportion of the taxes hlch
BIG BUSL. TESS asse ed against tho farmer in the days or
OLD G TG rule, the farmer this year ould have paid only
4,940,000 of the 9,000,000 of county taxes.
The following official table shows how th soviets have favored
other cl e of pro rty n t tbe exp 11 of th farm r :
CLASS OF PROPERTY
PERCE TAGE OF TAX
1917
1919
Impro rements on farm lands
3.416
FARM LANDS
51.418
70.36
Town and city lots
3.453
3.802
Personal
17.482
7.812
RAILROADS
17.937
14.343
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S'TILL /1012£ TAXES
Of the original tate levy of $4,540,826, the farmer was asked
to pay $3,178,578. AND AT THIS SAME SESSION WAS INTRODUCED A BILL PROVIDING THAT LANDS UPON WHICH
TAXES WERE NOT PAID SHOULD REVERT TO THE STATE
AND IMMEDIATELY BECOME A PART OF THE PUBLIC
DOMAIN! Under the old classification, the farmer, in spite of
the tremendous increase in all levies, would have paid only
$2,492,579 of this year's total state tax levy.
These figures apply to the state tax alone.
It is in county taxation that the real niceties of the socialist
scheme of confiscation of lands through exorbitant taxes
show up.
In 1918 county taxes collected totaled $6,356,352. This year
the total under the soviets' original levy was more than $9,000,000, and of this amount the farmer would pay $6,300,000, or
almost as much in county taxes as were paid by all classes
of property last year, whereas had t,he soviets been content to

Telegraph
E press
Telephone
Street railways
Sleeping Car Co.'s

.1939
.1918
.4513
.02
.04

.0986
.168
.3746

.016
.0147

• In keeping with the socialist single tax theory improvements
on farm lands were exempted from taxation. The amount of
benefit to the farmer may be · arrived at by deducting 3.416
percent from the 18.95 percent increase in the farmers' share
of the whole tax burden, and by multiplying the balance by
168.94, which represent the increase in all tax levies under this,
the first year of absolute league control in North Dakota.
The story in a nutshell is told in the following tables, which
were prepared by State Tax Commissioner Wallace, a leaguer
and an appointee of Governor Frazier's, and which may be presumed not to have been exaggerated or distorted by Mr. Wallace to the disadvantage of the league:
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1915
55.36%
3.708
3.605
5.516
lG.38
14.797
0.108
0.345
0.0188
0.0085
39,089,099
$5.45

Farm lands e.·clu ive of improvement .... .
Improvement on farm lands ............. .
Town and cfty lot e lu ive of improvements
Improvements on town • nd city lots ....... .
Personal .... . ........................... .
Railway .... . ............................ .
Telegraph ............................... .
Telephone ............................... .
Street and interurban railway ............ .
Sleeping car ............................. .
Total acreage a es ed ................... .
Average value per acre

1916
64.576%
3.848
3.407
6.516 '
17.36
14.48
0.117
0.345
0.0205
0.0092
39,684,286
$5.45

ho ·n

bo

1917
51.418%
3.416
3.407
5.668
17.482
17.937
.1939
0.3866
.02
0.04
39,964,133
4.88

to To
1918
54. 9%
1.967
3. 02
5.10
14.037
19.297
.1787
.4513
.02
0.037
40,376,592
$5.07

aluatlon of
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1919
70.36%
3.395
3.426
7. 12
1 .343
0.0986
0.3746
0.16
0.0147
4
0,936,89•
26.19

,FOOLING TflE FAl2!1El2
Valuations of tl1e

evernl Cla ·e. of Property and Total Valuntlon

of All Property u

Left by

tate Board of Equalization

for Years 1915-1916-1917·1918-1919.

Farm lands, exclusive of improvements ······
Improvements on farm lands ........ ········
Town and city lots exclusive of improvements ..
Improvements on town and city lots ..........
Personal ······· ·····························
Railway ····································
Telegraph ............................. · · · ...
Telephone ...................................
Express ·····································
Street and interurban railway ................
Sleeping car .................................

1915
213,137,140
14,276,061
13,877,116
21,232,378
63,071,681
56,960,772
415,483
1,329,206
533,430
72,741
32,692

1916
193,470,548
13,642,217
12,079 767
20,058,708
61,545,651
51,340,543
417,035
1,367,172
469,023
72,741
32,692

1917
202,961,578
13,486,613
13,630,675
21,290,-443
69,004,552
70,806,238
765,461
1,781,596
757,403
82,445
157,304

1918
221,459,525
7,938,144
15,340,001
20,578,287
56,631,693
77,849,105
721,312
1,762,743
900,807
90,365
150,276

1919
1,072,167·,653

Exempt
51,738,830
52,210,526
119,040,256
218,563,362
1,503,273
5,708,785
2,360,290
250,155
2U,283
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ANY FARMER MAY FIGURE IT OUT FOR HIMSELF
-0urtc.y, .Anoka I ernld)

of the Minne~ota ounties with , hlch they are compared.
olumn G indicates the percentage of increase in real estate
valuation for assessm nt purpo e in the counties of rorth
Dakota thus elected for comparison.
Column H i the amount of ta ·es that the . finnesota farmer
noted in Column C would have to pay on his land listed in
Column D if Minnesota permits the Socialists to do here what
they have just done to the farmers of r Torth Dakota.
It is easy to juggle figures and easy to fool the taxpayer

The attention of every farm o, ner in finnesota is invited
to the table below. It contains information of very great value
to him.
On rovember 15th we wrote to a responsible public official
in each county in linnesota asking that there be sent to us
the name of the owner of a parcel of f{lrm land in the county,
a description of his land, the amount which he is to pay this
year in real estate taxes and the assessed valuation of the
real estate of the county for 1919.

'F/12£0 /

.

~~
-. - -!
/ ,,../-'foor~
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F\ ~ ED

DO TH\ 5

"\08 M'/ 5ELr J

At the same time we s cured from • ·orth Dakota the assess ed
valuation of the real estate in each county for 1918 and 1919
and computed and had ve1 ified the p~rcentage of increa s e in assessed valuation in each county of • ·orth Dakota this year over
last year.
With all this data at hand we set about working out the
table below.
Column A lists 34 of the 86 counties in Minnesota.
Column B gives the assessed valuation of the real estate in
these counties for 1919 as sent us and there is no doubt that
the figures are accurate.
Column C gives the names of the owners of farm lands in
these counties. Column D describes and locates this property.
Column E gives the amount of the real estate tax on these
parcels of lands which the owners will pay in l\Iinne3ota this
year.
Column F contains the names of orth Dakota Counties who~e
real estate valuations this year are nearest in amount to those

by lowering tax rates and raising valuations. But the figures
in this table are subsbmtially correct and fairly show what
has been done in North Dakota.
Since the somewhat labor-ious computations for this table were
completed the special session of the North Dakota legislature,
alarmed over the rising wrath of the taxpayers of that state,
ha frantically ordered a 25 percent reduction of the taxe~
there.
The farmers of North Dakota have the few independent newspapers left in that state to thank for exposing this tax tilt and
bringing about even this meager reduction.
Meanwhile any farmer in any of the 34 counties listed may,
if he chooses, call up his county court house, find out what
his real estate taxes are, raise them the percentage noted in the
table herewith and then ask himself if it Is worth that much
to him to have the Socialists run Minnesota.
Doubtful ones may easily verify the figures in this table by
inquiry at the court house In the county involved.
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A
County

B
A

sse

Val.R
E tat
1919

Anoka
Benton
Brown

$ 5,676,047
4, 6,297
14,7 7,540

Carver

8,121,240

Cook
Cottonwood
Dodge

1,799,572
12,313,Ci27
8,988,171

Freeborn

19,000, 0-00

Goodhue
Grant

18,600,000
6,403,252

E

• •nn1 of n
wne.r of Real
E tate

D

crlptlon of Land
He Owns

R al E tat
Tax on it
for 1919

66.16
E l4 Sec. 18 T. 33 R. 23
Isaiah Gardner
130.21
N\ ri4 S c. 19 T. 86 R. 30
E. S. Hall
136.06
S VJ,i Sec. 7 T. 109 R. 80
Jo ph
Schnobwtck, Jr.,
E1h of SEl4 ex. 10 ac. S c. 120.22
].<'rank Dlethelm
13 T. 116 R. 24
27.72
Wl4 Sec. 30 T. 62 R. 8 E
John Lief
71.72
SEl4 Sec. 2 T. 105 R. 85
A. 1'"'. fanee
220.88
Herman C. Suhr SEl4 & S1h NE}i Sec. 7 T.
107 R. 16
s~ SE}4 & S1h SW}4 Sec. 126.86
Herman Suhr
17 T. 101 R. 19
165.11
Chas. L .. Rorv!k S"\V}4 Sec. 17 T. 110 R. 17
Hans N. Haugen 200 ac. 3 miles from Elbow 111.95
Lake

Ji'
County of Slmllnr
d V. luu.A e
tlon In •orth
alrnta

Billings
Billings
Dunn

H
G
p re nt of Iner
e What the llnne ota
man would hav to
in 1 al h tat
pay if his farm
s s d Val.
were In •orth
Dakota
250.08
378
92.19
37
432.67
31

Adams

400

480.88

Sioux
Rolette
Adams

856
411
4 0

98.40
294.76
883.52

Sargent

466

689.89

Burleigh
OJlver

300
389

495.33
435.48

~

~

N ,p L£A.GuG
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IHE:

THE AvJAl<El', lNG
Hubbard
Isanti

3,399,594
4,317,639

Jackson
Not g ven
Kittson
6,637,446
Koochiching
5,414,622
Lac Qui Parle 13,2&6,336
Martin
16,800,912
McLeod
Meeker
Morrison
Nicollet

15,505,210
10,158,413
11,812,373
8,400,00-0

Nobles

16,633,341

Otter Tail

18,579,491

Pennington
Redwood

4,119,154
16,108,563

Rock
Roseau

12,051,346
4,672,179

Sibley
Steele
Sherburne
Stevens
Todd
Wadena
Wilkin

11,447,942
10,311,2!11
3,972,784
7,636,008
8,850,889
3,162,831
8,010,286

SF.}4 Sec. 18 T. 139 R. 83
78.03
H. E. D Janey
28.66
l'eter and Charles SW14 l 'W}4, Wlh SW}i &
, l~l4 SW~ S c. 4 T. 34
Granholm
l . 23
'W% S c. 10 T. 104 R. 88
116.24
Al X Sullivan
169 acres
59.80
Sander Tureson
S\Vl4 Sec. 8 T. 63 R. 22
34.39
Jas. IL Ward
•
\V~
Sec.
16
T.
118
R.
44
104.00
Henry Bornhorst
246.78
H. C. and G. H. Wlh Sec. 13 T. 103 R. 31
,. 'olte
... EJ4 Sec. 7 T. 115 R. 27
235.28
'\Vm. Harpel
SE% Sec. 2 T. 119 R. 29
19!!.41
,vm. Putzier
• ·,vi4 Sec. 14 T. 41 R. 3
73.62
Anna Beckman
sw1t4 & SWJ4 • 'WJ4 Sec. 129.30
Carl S. Olson
26 & SE!,4 SEJ4 Sec. 27
T. 111 R. 28
NE% Sec. 7 T. 101 R. 40
105.37
Charles J. Burnham
SEJ4 SWJ4 & SE* ex. 2% 130.56
Sivert N. Fronac. Sec. 11 T. 131 R. 43
ningen
• TEJ4 Sec. 13 T. 154 R. 43
86.89
T. K. Rynestad
94.98
• TE~ Sec. 19 T. 110 R. 38
Swan Petersen
heirs
SEJ4 Sec. 21 T. 102 R. 46
166.73
A. S. Anderson
SEJ,i SE% Sec. 7 • TEJ4 SW 43.63
Louis Enstr~m
}4 W1h SW~ Sec. 8 T.
161 R. 39
126. 76
H. F. Buckentln SW14 S-:-c. 4 T. 114 R. 26
150.57
S \\'}4 Sec. 12 T. 106 R. 20
Peter Ganser
W1h SE% Sec. 2!) T. 35 R. 30 38.36
A. Byson
1C8.35
• 'E~ Sec. 32 T. 123 R. 41
H. C. Hessner
91.53
• TEl4 Sec. 23 T. 129 R. 34
F. X. Lampart
100.91
NW% Sec. 22 T. 134 R. 35
Joseph Lorentz
38.94
Geo. "\V. Wassom i 'E}4 Sec. 2 T. 135 R. 47

Sioux
I llling

356
378

277.00
107.91

Adam
Bowman
Billing
J>lerce
gmmons

-400
305
378
400
400

464.96
182.39
129.97
416.00
987.12

Dunn
Sheridan
Divide
Adams

318
374
316
400

748.19
755.79
232.63
617.20

Emmons

40:,

421.48

Burleigh

300

391.68

Billings
Emmons

378
400

328.34
379.92

Divide
Billings

316
378

526.86
164.92

McKenzie
Sheridan
Billings
Slope
.Adams
S!(UX
Adams

370
374
378
350
400
355
400

469.01
563.13
147.00
554.22
366.12
358.23
155.76
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DE TROYI G O L
Bolshevik Propaganda Sent Out to Schools and Homes
Through North Dakota Public Library Morel
Deadly Than Firing Squad.
Destroying the soul of a people, leaving their .>odlas me re
empty husks; robbing them of all moral sen e, or all con ciou ness of personal and individual responsibility tor their acts;
depriving them ot their faith in the Divine, tearing from them
their hope in salvation hereafter-could anything be better CJ.·
culated to degrade and enslave a race than such an insidiow~
propaganda?

f

~I I S

comprehen ive a term CAPITAL is after all business, includlnl
the busine s of owning land, has become BIG BUSINESS and
when the Soviets have that BIG BUSI ESS firmly in their
gra p.
But, returning to this BIG BUSINESS LIE, let's prove it to
our own satisfaction for it there ls one thing more than an,
other which we must not believe it ls BIG BUSINESS, which
Townley and Lenine and Trotzky and Lemke and Haywood ud
Emma Goldman have taught us to know, whatever it may be,
¥J very bad medicine.
So, to prove that it's all a BIG BUSINESS LIE about tl.e
soviets using our public library tor propaganda purposes an,j
more especially as a means of entering our schools and polsonlns

I ', N (.) T

( ~-S EAS 'I A~

L~
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And how many of our North Dakota men and women, leagueri
and others, appreciate the tact that such propaganda has as it-.
fountain head in this state the public library commission, amt
that through the circulating libraries which go into our coun·
try schools and our homes, traveling libraries arranged and sevt
out by a woman who was picked tor this place of work by Dr.
Charles A. Beard, lecturer of the infamous Rand school in NPw
York, defamer of our constitution and its authors, and detend, ·1.·
of slackers and conscientious objectors, this slow poison is beine:
injected into the brains of our youth?

• • • •

Of course, that's only a BIG BUSINESS LIE.

At this stage of his development Townley dare not fl.ash oefore the North Dakota land-owner's eyes the whole truth ,of t .1£'
soviets plans for the abolition of all property and of CAPITAL.
So, in the :,rimer classes BIG BUSINESS !Still serTes to repr·...
sent th& APITAL of the Socialist and the I. W. W. and th~
Bolshevist. 'T'will be time enough to lBtorm the farmer how

the minds of our boys and girls and robbing them of their
religion and their faith in Jesus hrlst and their inn()('ence and
sweetness and purity, let us quote from just two of a lon U~t
of similar volumes which were purchased under the dlrectto.i
of the state board of administration, which has charge of our
public school system, for distribution through our travel!:11
libraries.

• • • •

First we will take up "NOT GUILTY," by Robert Blatchfor,1,
a Socialistic English philosopher of the materialistic school.
"NOT GUILTY" ls dedicated to a list of 100 or more Ameri~a1
Socialists. It is innocent enough in appearance. It ls, Blatchford informs us, a plea for the bottom dog. It is devoted, 170
dreary pages of it, to qonvincing the reader, who in North Dakot•
may be some young schoolboy or schoolgirl facing au the tem ta tlons and the doubts and the mysteries of adolescence, that
"NO MAN IS ANSWERABLE FOR HIS OWN ACTS."
Comfortable doctrine, isn't it?
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We allow our pa ions to better u , knowing that we hould
not, nn<l we lay, or teal, or burn or . ravish, knowing that we
hould not, and w hol<l up to our "persecutor '' a our vlndlcation Blatchford' " lQT GUILTY," :tor be tells u at the very
ou et, in bl introducti n, in bold black type:
"Man hn no part in the creation of bis own nature!
"I shall be told thl means that no man
A. l WERABLE
FOR HIS OW
OT !
WHAT IT DOES IEA1 !"

• • • • • •

How consolin thi as urancc must have been to Czolgosz, t't~
slayer of Pre ident McF~inley; to the captain of the U-Boat
which sank the Lusitania; to the Red :In Ru la, with their

of error, ru1d tll re nr no ucb thing n God' wrath. God' p11!'•
don, h aven or bell."
Blatchford denies the existence of such things as "conscience,"
"r a on," "wi11" or po, ·er. He lenye to u only lmpul e, 1,,
hich he would have our boys and girls believe we are slavPd
- lave who m t obey and for
hi h obedience we cannot
justly be punt bed by law.., of God or Man.
"How then," he asks our boys and girls, "can we believe that
man is to blame for being that which he is? It is impossible,
unthinkable! But upon this unthinkable and lmpo slble absurd·
ity the whole code of divine law i built.
"THEREFORE THE IIRISTI .. RELIGION IS UJ. 'TRU~.

GET Olli OF- Tt-'l',
YARO, WE HA.VE" NO
v.S-E ~on:.. AN'{ ONE"
WHO WI l-l- l')EFENO
TOWl'-f L.EY 1S"

Rze.e LOVE!l.S-

bands dy <l d p in the gore of the fellow \;ountrymen, und
their lusts satiated with the ravishment of helpless little girls!
That ls exactly the sort of "public conscience" which the
Soviet+s must create in .i. ·orth Dakota, and in America, before
they can hope to reproduce here what has been done, an<l is
now being done, in Ru •.sia. And they are "'oing about it cuuningly, by anaethetizing that public con!-cience at it· .. ource- the country school of our state.
"God," Blatchford tell our little boys and girl..,, ''cannot ju. Uy
punish those who disobey nor reward tho. e whom obey Hi~
law !"
"Man created nothing; man i respon ible for nothing. Thert:'fore man is not responsible for his nature nor for the acts
prompted by that nature.
"Therefore God cannot justly punish man for his acts. Therefore the divine law with its code of rewards and punishments,
is not a just law, and cannot have emanatGd from a just God.
"Therefore the Christian religion is built upon a foundati<·n

1 .. '
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an you not, you readers who haYe
en omething of t i~c
working of Bolsheyii-:m in Ru .. sia and. of Socinli m and Townleyism in America, ee how nicely the~e teachings fit in with THD
PLA. T?

• • • •

And now, having taken a glimp ·e into the pages of "l'.nt
Guilty," which is currying up and down the state or North
Dakota in the traveling library boxes of our state li~rary, doing its ma. ter's work, let us glance at a companion work, orde1··
ed at the . ame time-only la t .. Tovember and not yet paid for
-an<'l for the same purpose, "THE PROFITS OF RELIGIOJ. '"
by 1,ton Sinclair.
"Boot trap Lifting," ''The Prie.·tly Lie," "The Great Fear."
"..,alve Regina." "l''r h Meat," "The Butcher Gods,'' "The H'.)]y
Ingui. ition,'' "Bishops and Beer," "Angllcani m and Alcohol,''
"Knights of Slavery," "Priests and Police," are the sugge tlvt?

TBB DD PLil!B
titles of some chapters which reveal the book's contents. Thi"
volume engages in indiscriminate and whole ale abUSe of any
religion which seeks to thwart man In the exercise ot his carna:
de ires, and any growing boy or girl who ls allowed to read even
one ot its chapters is well prepared for the more advance-1
teachings of Bolshevl m, which are to be found in Ellen Key'..;
"Love and Ethics," a glorification of free love, purchased in
the same lot by the board of administration which Townley
has placed over our public chool ystem.

• • • • • •

Our school children are told by Upton Sinclair that "The
partnership of Bishops and Beer is painfully familiar to British
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Deb , all e emplars of law and morality of the same well knO'ftlJ
type a the author of "The Profits of Religion!'
Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman have been sent by
the United tat to Russia to join their kind; Eugene v. Deb11
is in prison, a convicted traitor to his country. "Big Bill" Haywood is convicted as an enemy of America, but is still permitt:e:l
by a lenient government to travel at wlll about the countey
plotting Us overthrow. But no matter what may chance, nor
where these people may be, their teachings will continue to be
available to the boys and girls of the North Dakota publte
chools through the medium of the Soviet's traveling llbrarv
and Upton Sinclair's "Profits and Religion."
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radicals; they see it at work in every election- the publican
confusing the voters with spirits, while the parson confusP!;
them with spirituality."
To the children of Lutheran parents, Martin Luther ls held
up as a traitor to humanity and an ally, of merciless tyrantl'S.
Lyman Abbot ls a "pious jackass."
One by one, excepting no known Christian reltglon, Sinclair,
whose manner of private Ute has rendered him singularly fit
to dtscuss some of the otral with which he seeks td link the
church of God, disposes of the "Holy Roman Bootstrap.Lifter,"
the "Anglican Bootstrap Lifters," "The Baptist Bootstrap-Ll~ters," the Methodists, the Presbyterians, the Lutherans, the
Christian Scientists and the Unitarians. All, one by ·one·, be
seeks to blast with his blasphemy, but most of all does he reve:tl
that deep and bitter and deadly hatred which every red revolutionists feels for the Catholtc church. And in conclusion, to
substantiate the vile ,abuse with which he has besmirched mo,·e
than 286 pages Upton Sinclair quotes from Emma Goldman, and
Alexander Berkman, and "Big Bill" HaywOOd and Eugene 1·.

"Where's the kids," asked Jim, as he trudged ln from btff
day's work. "Oh, didn't you know-the commisCJ&.r of educatlon
drAfted all the youngsters In the name of the stnte today. They
arc to be educated by the state at Fort Lemsty, they told me,so that they might not interfere with the duty which we mothers
owe the state. The road to Fort Lem.sky has been linoo all d&l'
with weeping women, but Commissar Macdonovitch says it 1~
for the best." Jim was a proletarian, a member of the soldle~·
and workmen's counsel. He had helped inaugurate the New Day,
had been one of the bloodiest of all the butchers on that neverto-be-forgotten May 1. What did he say? What did he do";
"WHEN THE REVOLUTION CAME TO NORTH DAKOTA."
which opens in the March number of THE RED FLAME, will
tell you. You will not want to miss a single chapter.
Reference to the career of Christ, however, will lack effectiveness to very many Socialists, for it ts fashionable In advanced
Socialistic circles to sneer at Christ and all his teacbfngs.1'win Valley Times.
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North Dakota Motherhood Spurns
Free Love Propaganda of Soviets
Nothing has done more to reveal the whole truth about the
Soviet government of North Dakota than the expose of the free
love literature with which the North Dakota public library bas
been filled. Reduced to blank falsehood as a final defense,
league leaders no doubt have admitted to you the presenc~ of
this filth in the state library which their Autocrat controls,
but they have said to you that this vile rot is not sent out; that
it is held on the private shelves of the reference library, solely

"We sincerely hope that the book will cease to be circulated, as its atheistic and free love propaganda is a detriment to our beloved state and country. We earnestly hope
this hook and its kind will be banished from the Bismarck
library.
''Yours for the preservation of the home and motherhood.
"THE HOME ECONOMIC CLUB,
"Mrs. H. E. Mielke, President.
Commenting on her letter, Mrs. Mielke writes:
"We are sorry that there was not enough red-blooded
Americanism in our last legislature to wipe this free love
slush from the face of the earth." ·
·

---------
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1or the use of scholars, or for league legislators, presumably
immune to contaminating influences.
Have' They Told the Truth?
Read the following letter from an organization of North Dakota mothers and judge for yourself:
"Ryder, N. D., Jan. 14, 1920.
"Public Library Commission,
Bismarck, N. D.
"Dear Sirs: Several months ago the Home Economics
Study club of Ryder wrote for books on 'Motherhood,' and
we received two books in response from your library. On
looking over the books we were shocked to find that you
had sent us the book entitled 'The Renaissance of Motherhood,' by the notorious ( '!) writer, Ellen Key, author of
books on 'Free Love' and such trash.
·
"We, the members of our club, feel that the book is an
insult on motherhood. Not only is it an insult on motherhood, but it is a contradiction of that which forms the basis
of our present civilization-the home and Christianity.
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Yes, quite thoroughly is the way being paved for the New
Day.
First must be destroyed religion, morality, individual responsibility and public conscience.
Before we can wholly eradicate respect for man-made governments we must eliminate faith in the Divine.
And we must begin at the beginning, with the little boys and
girls in our public schools, in order that they may be prepared
for the New Day, when it comes.
And that we are doing right well through the socialized state
library controlled by the state board of administration which
Townleyism installed to supplant a public official elected by the
people by a larger vote than was accorded any other candidate
for state office in 1918.
"Your children'!"-Where do you get that stuff? Of course
they'll not be YOUR children "WHEN THE REVOLUTION'
COMES TO NORTH DAKOTA." Read the opening chapter!'l
in the l\larch number of THE RED FLAME.
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A WOMAN CRUCIFIED
The utter contem1>t with which Bolshevism treats women;
the campaign of extermina Uon which bas been carried on 1n
Russia against intelligence and efficiency ; the mockery whi\!h
has ~een made of education are familiar to everyone who bas
read congressional reports
dealing with the soviet
system of government.
If in North
Dakota
may be found a parallel
for everything that the
soviets have done or attempted to do in Russia,
the public school system
and a lack of chivalry in
the treatment of women
are no exception.
Miss Minnie J. Nielson,
a woman who had given
more than a quarter of a
century of her life to the
betterment of education
in North Dakota, was
elected state superintendent of public instruction
in 1918 by a majority of
more than 5,000 over her
==============;;.;;;, league opponent-Neil C.
MINNIE J. NIELSON
Macdonald.
Two years before Tell Macdonald had been elected almo. f;
without opposition. One term of his type of school admin . ·tration was sufficient to convince the people of tlie need of n
change. Had Macdonald done nothing else to merit retirement
his introduction of the name Townley into the public school
system would have sutiiced in the minds of people who appreciated what Townleyism meant when applied to education.
No sooner had Miss Nielson's election been assured than th~
league began a relentless, ruthles campaign of persecution, abuse
and villification. Macdonald, supported by the league governor,
declined to give up his office to Miss Nielson until the supreme
court sent down a sheriff'. with a writ of mandemus commanrting him to do so. When he left it was on the arm of Govern'>r
Frazier, to walk with him in state to the executive office.
Discovering that a supreme court four-fifths Nonpartisan
would not support his attempt to cheat Miss Nielson out of the
office to which the people had elected her, Macdonald, with the
aid of Frazier, applied to the legislature, where he encountere.1
better success. The result of the combined labors of Macdonald
and Frazier was the infamous board of administration bill,
removing control of the public school system from the state
superintendent elected by the people and conferring It upon n
partisan board picked by the governor, where the education of
North Dakota's little boys and girls is linked up with the administration of the state prison, the hospital for the insane, and tho
feeble-minded institute.
Under a misapprehension as to its real purpose, this act was
ratified by the people at a referendum election last June. .\.
majority of the leaguers who voted in favor of this act relied
upon Mr. Townley's solemn promise, "his word of honor!'' that
the purpose of the bill was not to rob of her rights a belples.-1
woman, battling all alone against a ruthless gang of political
buccaneers and ignorant, uncouth and lllfterate carpet-baggers.
Townley's word of honor proved its worth by developments
which followed fast on the approval ot the board of admintstra tion bill. Frazier picked his board to administration. Hi~
placed at its head Rev. George A. Totten, who has recently
voiced bis approval of the selection ot Ellen Key's works on tr<'e

,________.....__========·

lorn for the public library of the state. He created two Jobs,
with a combined income of $5,500, !or Nell C. Macdonald and
the head of hi hou ehold, aud he stripped from Ml s N'ielsno
every bred of authority which be could ize under any pretext
of law. And the supreme court was forced to admit that prom:1 es which had been made Mi s Niel on and her supporters wert
nothing more than :ffim y camouflage.
Ml s Minnie J. Niel on ls a Michigan product, but in her ear1v
childhood she came to North Dakota with her parents, who were
pioneer settlers in Barnes county.
Her education has been
gained in the public schools of Michigan and North Dakota,
and in the Universities of North Dakota, Michigan and Cbicagv.
She ls widely traveled, and a woman with an unusually well
cultivated mind.
Miss Nielson's career as an educator began when she taught
the little country school in her home township for two yellrs
during summer vaca tlions. Then followed thirteen years' continuous service in the public schools of Valley City, beginning
in the fifth grade and completing her career there as the most
honored high school instructor ever employed in the state. A.ft.er
being bead of the science department ot the Valley City high
school for several years she resigned to bocme a candidate for
superintendent of scJ}ools of Barnes county, which she won, and
to which she continued to be elected for six terms, serving in
this capacity for twelve years.•
In the larger educational work of the state she was a leader
during an of this time, a member of the executive committee
of the North Dakota Educational association from the inception
of that organization; a member of the state board of educati.'.>n
by appointment from the governor; for four years a member
of the executive board of the largest summer school in the
northwest.
The world knowis what Lenine and Trot.zky are doing with
men and women of tMs type in Ru sf.a. ; THE RED FL.AMB
intends that the world shf!II know what Townley and Lemke
are doing with men and women-especially with the women ..
of this type in North Dakota.

THE ALPHABET OF HATE.
A is for anarchist with the heart of a brute.
B is for Bolshevik looking for loot.
C is for communism Townley's pet game.
D is for devil amid the red flame.
E is for enemy dwelling in hell.
F is for frantic crazy as well.
G is for gamblers and pirates as well.
H is for harvest the garner of hell.
I is for insane asylum the place for tough moga.
J is for Jay with his head full of bugs.
K is for "Kamarad" caught with the loot.
L is for lust free love like a brute.
M is for madman with his heart fttll of bile.
N is for Non partisan a victim of guile.
0 is for otherwise as many will learn.
P is for patience though the heart burn.
Q is for quack with. the whiskers of MUls.
R is for revolution his cure for all ills.
S is for sadness as many will know.
T is for Townley who will soon have to go.
U is for you and I who will have to get busy.
V ·is f9r votes so crank up the tin Lizzie.
W is for wisdom let us learn 'ere too late.
X stands for ex-boss Townley cheap skate.
Y is for you and I for its now up to us.
Z is for zeal to oust Townley the cuss.
& the end is not yet, keep l1ustling
and we will oust Townley don't fret.
- - - - - - - - - --Contributed.
WHEN THE REVOLUTION CAME TO NORTH DAKOTA-A
novel of the soviet movement in Ameriea. Don't mfS& the c,peaing chapters fn the MARCH number of THE RED FLAMBJ.
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Folks foolish enough to wonder why Governor Frazier failed
to remove from the h ad of orth Dakota's chool system, the
exceptionally Reverend George A. Totten, who accepted responsibility for the free love literature which his imported assistant ordered for the state library, need wonder no longer.
Governor Frazier showed :vhere he stood in relation to morality, decency and pure American motherhood when he addressed
to President Wilson the following 1 tter in transmitting a pe-

S O A IO TA A STOCK FAR f.
KATE !CHARDS O'HARE SAID THAT THE MOST WE
COULD HOPE FRO I OUR BOYS OVER THERE WAS THAT
'l'HEIR BODIES A TD THEIR BLOOD HGHT FERTILIZE
'l'HE SOIL OF FRA CE.
She said this when America was at war with the greatest
p ,wer in the world at that time.
She said it in th presence of mothers who had given their
ons and of young men who w'ere preparing to go.
She said it for one purpose and only one, and that was to
11revent the country which had harbored her from defending it.. elf when its life was threatened.

tition begging for the release of Kate Richards O'Hare:
"My Dear Mr. Pre ident:
"I am som what familiar with th circum tances in thi
case and AM VERY CONFIDENT THAT POLI'l.'ICS AND
SPITE WORK PLAYED THE MAJOR PART IN THE
PROSECUTION OF THIS WOMAN. Any action that
might be taken upon this petition would be greatly appreciated by a large number of people who feel an injustice
has been done.
"LYNN J. FRAZIER."
THE INJUSTICE to which Mr. Frazier refers was the conviction of Kate Richard O'Hare by a jury composed largely of
farmers in the United States district court for North Dakota
for the foulest slander on American womanhood and the vilest
insult to American manhood that one pair of filthy lips has ever
achieved.
·
KATE RICHARDS O'HARE SAID THAT NORTH DAKOTA
MOTHERS WHO GAVE THEIR BOYS TO THE DEFENSE
OF THEIR COUNTRY WERE NO BETTER THAN BROOD

And because th government which protects and cherishes the
Mothers of North Dakota and their Soldier Sons threw this
woman into th prison cell where she belonged, OUR governor,
God save the mark, writes to our pain-wracked president at
Washington that AN INJUSTICE HAS BEEN DONE; THAT
';I AM VERY CONFIDENT THAT POLITICS AND SPITE
WORK PLAYED THE MAJOR PART IN THE PROSECU'l'JON OF THIS WOMAN."
North Dakota war mothers have shown whence comes their
sons' fighting spirit by holding this man Frazier up to the
scorn of every loyal American man and woman in a set of reso1utions adopted unanimously by the Women's Auxiliary to Loyd
Spetz post, American Legion, and Fort Lincoln chapter, American War Mothers, both of which organizations met under Mr.
Frazier's nose in Bismarck and said of the petition which the
erstwhile governor of North Dakota transmitted to President
Wilson:
"Whereas the wording of said petition was not only an insult to the United States district attorney, who prosecuted the

Where Governor Frazier tands
As Defender of ure Motherhood

f
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case, nnd a refl tion upon the judge who presided in the federal court in aid trial, but un-American, unju tified and in
every respect an insult to and a reflection on the mother of
c ·ery American soldier, sailor and marine; and
"Whereas the said petition wa forwarded to the president of
the United States by Lynn J. Frazier, governor of North Da
kota, accompanied by a letter recommending the pardon of Kate
Richards O'Hare and her release from prison, said letter, being
couched in insulting tern1s, like the wording of the petition itself, being a reflection upon the government and every person
ill any way connected with the case; and
'
"Whereas it is the concensus of opinion among the members
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ceivecl, the American Mother unanimou ly adopted the resolutions d afted by the Women' Auxiliary, and they el o prepared
the following petition:
"TO THE PRES1DE1 T:"lt ha come to our notic that well defined efforts ar
being made with the aid and co-operation of tho governor
of thi tate to secure the pardon or release of Kate Richards O'Hare, who was convicted of sedition in the United
States di trict court of North Dakota and sentenced to a
term of imprisonment for five years in the federal prison at
.Jeffer on City, 1o. Her offense wa · a most glaring violation of law and of the spirit of,our institutions. The words

1/AIJ..., HA IL, TH[ GANG'::> ALL H[RC
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of the Women's Auxiliary to Loyd Spetz Post o. 1, American
Legion, Bismarck, N. D., that uch action upon the part of the
suid residents of Bowman county, N. D., and of Lynn J. Frazier
should be condemned; the ref ore be it
"RESOLVED that the Women's Auxiliary to Loyd ~petz Post
No. 1, does hereby condemn the action of the said residents of
Bowman county, N. D., and of Lynn J. Frazier, above referred
to, and be it further
"RESOLVED that the secretary of the Women's Auxiliary to
Loyd Spetz Post No. 1 be instructed to prepare a petition to the
1,resident of the United States protesting against the pardon or
release/ of the said Kate Richards O'Hare, and that a copy of
this resolution be sent to the state commander of the American
Legion of North Dakota; to the secretary of each women's auxiliary in the state{ and to the secretary of the American War
i\fothers of Bismarck, N. D."
The War Mothers acted at once.
The evening the communication above referred to was re-

she spoke were a brutal insult to our boys in arms and a
vile lander upon American womanhood. She was given a
fair trial and had the benefit of an appeal. Believing that
her release before the expiration of her term would stimulate sedition and unjust criticism of our institutions and
continue un-Americanism and treason, we, the American
War Mothers, Fort Lincoln chapter, Bismarck, N. D., earnestly protest against favorable consideration of the petition
for such pardon forwarded you by the governor of this
state, and all other like efforts, and pray that in furtherance of a more obedient and patriotic citizenship, she be required to pay the penalty imposed by law."
And the following day, one of the coldest North Dakota ever
has experienced, the War Mothers devoted to the circulation of
these petitions, which, before night, were signed by practically
every man and woman in the capital city whose_soul and principles had not been mortgaged by A. C. TOWNLEY.
The Bowman citizens who signed the petition which Governor
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Frazier kindly transmitted for them, at the state's expense, to
Washington, are all l aguers.
Every one of the men and women who signed this petition'
attended the l ctur which Kate Richards O'Hare gave under
the auspices of the Bowman socialist local, and they enjoyed it,
applauded it and endorsed it.
''We were all present at the lecture at Bowman upon the delivery of which the conviction is based, AND WE KNOW THAT
SHE IS E. TIRELY IN OCENT of the sentence or which she
is being punished," runs part of the petition for which Governor
F1·azier acted as middleman.
We know that the signers of this petition are LOYAL AMERICANS, for they say so themselves; "WE THE UNDER-

SIGNED CITIZENS OF NORTH DAKOTA, LOYAL AMERICANS-.''
And here are the names of these loyal Americans, co-laborers
with Governor Lynn J. Frazier for the release of a convicted
seditionist to whom the mothers of soldiers are BROOD SOWS
and the soldiers themselves FIT ONLY FOR FERTILIZER:
MRS. A. M. JOHNSON
C. H. KEISER
MRS. A. M. GAUSENIEL
0. C. DAHL
ALFRED ANDERSON
A. N. GAUSENIEL
JOHN WILLIAMS
MATT GAUSENIEL
EMIL YANSKI
E. J. COUETT
LYLE COCHRAN
CHARLES T. OLSON
RENAL EVJEN
F. B. McPHARLIN
OSCAR A. OLSON
F. C. KRUGER
Loyal AMERICANS?
Well, in Bowman county, perhaps-but God save Bowman
county from its loyal Americans and LYNN J. FRAZIER!

THE GOVER .. rOR'S PLEA.

State of North Dakota
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR.
Bismarck.
September 13, 1919.
l\Iy Dear Mr. President:
Enclosed is a petition which is self-explan tory.
I am somewhat familiar with the circumstances in this case
and am very confident that politics and spite work played the
major part in the prosecution of this woman. Any action that
might be taken upon this petition would be greatly appreciated

by a large number of people who feel that an injustice has been
done.
Very respectfully yours,
(Signed) LYNN J. FRAZIER.
Governor.
THE GOVERNOR HEDGES.
State of North Dakota
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR.
Bis:narck.
January 20, 1920.
Investigating Committee of The American Legion,
Bismarck, North Dakota.
Gentlemen:
In reference to the letter written to President Wilson in regard to the Mrs. O'Hare case I wish to say that I did not in
any way refer to Judge Wade or to Colonel Hildreth but only
referred to the local situation at Bowman where the case was
started.
Thanking you for your interest in this matter, I am,
LJF:MB
(Signed) LYNN J. FRAZIER.
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WHAT THE

PAID OR

The "embattled farmers" of North Dakota have been takin
inventory of their Nonparti an league ble ings. Until recently
Townley had kept them too bu y damning Big Business, The
Interests and The Profiteers, and too busy digging up for the
biggest non-profit-sharing political scheme ever conceived in
America. But the Free Love-Bolshevist-Anarchy expose of
Townley's state admini tration brought a great many God-fearing, Home-loving, Patriotic American farmer members of the
Townley Soviets up standing, and has convinced them that it
was time to take stock.
·

One complete collection of the latest work dvocating Free Love, Bol hevism, Anarchism and
Atheism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0,000,000.00
One demoralized public school system . . . . . . . . . . . . 0,000,000.00
20,000.so•
TOTAL ...............................••....
*Thirty cents.
DEBIT BALANCE .......................... $12,979,999.'10

What Farmer Hasn't Got
The North Dakota farmer who was "sold" on Townleyism
four years ago hasn't received for his money STATE-OWNED
TERMINAL ELEVATORS, STATE-OWNED FLOUR MILLS,
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The balance sheet shows:
DEBIT.
$5,000,000 paid to Townley in League Dues.
3,000,000 :nvested in Townley Chain Stores.
1,000,000 (estimated) in other schemes.
3,Q00,000 in increased taxes.
600,000 in salaries fer new state jobs.
500,000 loss in interest on public funds commandeered for
Bank of North Dakota.
$13,000,000 estimated minimum cost of Townleyism to date.
CREDIT.
One 125-barrell flour mill, to be paid for by citizens
of Drake .................................... $ 20,000.00
One Bank of North Dakota, living off the public
funds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.80•
One miscellaneous collection of REDS of varying hues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 000,000.00
One Neil C. Macdonald. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0,000,000.00

(worthy of the name); STATE-OWNED PACKING PLANTS;
A REAL RURAL CREDITS SYSTEM OPERATED AT COST;
STATE-OWNED STOCKYARDS.
With the Townley league in absolute control of state affairs
for thi:ee years; with unlimited resources, beth private and public, at their command, the net achievement of Townleyism, so
far as carrying out the league program is concerned, may be
summed up in one $20,000 flour mill at Drake, and a state-owned
bank at Bismarck. The Drake flour mill has a maximum capacity of 125 barrels per day, which will make about as mucll impression upon North Dakota's normal wheat crop as Townley's
"Americanism" would upon the combined membership of the
American Legion in North Dakota.
WHAT WOULD SOVIETISll IN AMERICA MEAN TO YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY? Read, "When the Revolution Came to

North Dakota," which begins in the March number of THE RED
ll'LAME and find OU t.
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The RED FLAME ha burned it elf out.
In its attempt to set America on fire with the perils of Bolshevi m, THE R !..O FLA tE b cam th first victim o! the
conflagration , hich is to come.
To be brief about it, THE RED FLA iE w~s one of the uf-

th ba ement of the Tribune plant, pread o rapidly that nothing could be saved from THE RED FLAME offices except the
t el cabinet containing the sub cription lists and circulation
accounts.
All THE RED FLA fE'S furniture, 23,000 copies of THE
RED FLA fE which had not yet b en mailed out, and a large

fcrers in a $150,000.00 fire which destroyed the newspaper plant
and equipment and much valuable paper stock, including that
ordered for this issue of 30,000 of The Tribune Company, which
sets up and prints THE RED FLAME. And there was great
glee in Boss Townley's state house on the hill. Some even

quantity of material was destroyed. The Tribune plant was
so crippled that the printing of this issue of THE RED FLAME
was delayed a week.
But THE RED FLAME is located in new temporary quarters;
material for the next number ·is already in course of prepara-

boasted it might have been the work of zealous "comrades."
The editorial, business and shipping rooms of THE RED
FLAME were located on the second floor of The Tribune building. The blaze, discovered on the morning of January 21 in

Uon and the good work will go on until all America is aflame
with THE RED FLAME and burning with the genuine American zeal for decency and righteousness and good government
which THE RED FLAME is kindling.

THE RED FL ME BUR S TSELF OUT
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'T BE 100 PER .E T ..
Editor of League Paper Re igns Lucrative Job and
Tell Readers Why-Seal Has Fallen from Hi Eyes
- ot Better Than Some of Tho e Who Made up
Pa enger Li t o oviet rk, Declares Bernard J.
mith, Patriot Fir t.
Placing his Americanism above a lucrative job under Townleyism, Bernard J. Smith has resigned the editorship of the
Grand County Leader, one of the 53 "official" county newspapers which President A. C. Townley has endowed with $10,000 to $15,000 of the people's money yearly, through the med-

TAKING

can only feebly express the cont mpt I bear, and that every
Am rican citizen hould bear, for such individuals. To you, wbo
desire to be opposed to the form of good government, to you
who desire to be socialists, anarchists, communists, bolshevists
or red flag followers of any name, to you, I bid adieu. I wash
my hands from any connection with your nefarious plots; some
of you would be prime candidates for deportation.
Above all things I place my Americanism. The sugar-coated
plum, which was described to me to entice me here, has vanished, the seal bas fallen from my eyes. I now see you as you
should be seen, as every good American should and does see you.

IN5TRUC110f''S

ium of the Brinton Press Trust act which Townley tools in the
state legislature passed at the last regular session.
Smith had a good job; he was making good money, but he
couldn't swallow Townleyism, even when gold-plated. So he
has quit, anil in the last issue of the Grant County Leader he
tells his readers why in the following terms:
Tc, the Readers of the Carson Press:
I beg space in your valuable paper to inform the public, that
I have severed my connection with the Grant County Leader as
editor (?) thereof.
During the short time I have been a resident of Carson, I
have enjoyed associations with some very good American citizens, but none of those have in any manner been connected with
the "Leader" nor with the Nonpartisan league. As to those
who have ordered me around; sent me "canned" editorials to
publish in that defunct sheet, known as the Leader, and to
those who have placed the red flag of anarchy on :par with our
beloved and revered Stars and Stripes, and to all those who
have defended such utterances and statements-to all those I

I

I pride myself on being one hundred per cent American, hence
J am through with you. You parade under the camouflage of
being the Nonpartisan-friend-of-the-Far:mer, while at heart you
are no better than some of those, who have already engaged
forced passage on the "Soviet Ark," the place where some of
you ought to be.
To the Carson Press and its many 100 per cent readers, I wish
the affairs of the Nonpartisan league is all to the good, I say,
uopen your eyes and see where the doctrine is leading you."
G:Ic~T AT THE FACTS? You have been fed on fiction.
To the Carson Press and its many 100 per cent readers, I wish
to register my appreciation of the many kindnesses bestowed
uvon me. Do not be led astray by any of that "bunk" I have
had to publish in the "Leader." The Cahill article, regarding
the red flag was forced on me for publication and was written
by one, whom, so it appears to me, is mighty ungrateful for the
office given him by the county administration. Can it be that
the red flag was the flag he endeavored to protect while in the
service?
Respectfully, J. B~RNARD SMITH.

THE RED
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OUR NORTH DAKOTA SUPREME COURT

R.H.GRACE
LUTHER E. BIRDZELL

A. M. CHRISTIANSON

NORTH DAKOTA STILL HAS CONSTITUTION
North Dakota still has a constitution.
Boss Townley's rule is not yet absolute.
Even a court four-fifths of whose members he picked and
Elected is not ready to declare the constitution suspended at
the autocrat's command.
THE RED FLAME told in its January and December issues
something about House Bill 60, through which Boss Townley
:Sought to substitute the whim of a temporary majority for the
fundamental law of the state.
Townley thought he could bulldoze two-thirds of the members of each house into giving him what he wanted, which was
immediate action aleng soviets lines against his enemies, the
"'counter-revolutionists" within the league, as Comrade Lenine
would term them, and the Bourgeoisie without the ranks, as

Comrade Trotzky would class them. But Townley couldn't
make the grade. He waved the big stick as of yore; yelled
coward, crook and traitor until he was hoarse, and all he got
from the unterrified minority in the house was a horse laugh.
So Townley's man Friday, Bill Lemke, cooked up House Bill
80. How Bill Lemke could have had so poor an opinion of the
Non partisan league justice of the supreme court, even though
he did pick them himself, as t~ believe that they would stand
for such a miscarriage has never been explained. In the merry
old way that these league bosses have, Lemke bulled House
Bill 60 through and then attempted to crack the whip over the
heads of the supreme court. Three of his four Nonpartisan
league justices gave him the surprise of his life when they refused either to sit up and beg or to jump through the hoQp.
All that House Bill 60 did was to set aside the constitution,
which says . in language that any high school boy can under-
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tand, that no act of the legislative ssembly hall become eff ctive until July 1 next following the session, unless by a twothirds vote in each house it hall be declared an emergency
measure. Hou e Bill 60, ju t as plainly as though the words
had b en printed in BIG RED LETTERS in th title, said "TO
HELL WITH THE CONSTITUTION," and it decreed that the
acts of Boss Townley' and Bill Lemke's legislature go into effect when they said so, which was ten days after they had been
passed by the legislative assembly and signed by the blob of
jellyfish which Townley has placed in North Dakota's executive chair.
But we'll let Bill Lemke's own supreme court justices tell

ant to the Con titution, (S c. 55, Art. 2)
a "S ssion" of the
Legi lative A embly.
4, A Special Se ion of the Legislative A sembly is governed by the con titutional provisions (Art. 27) prescribing the
time when acts of a Legi lative Assembly hall become operative as law , and is ubj ct to the "Legislative Power" of the
people, ( Const. Art. 26) re erved in the Initiative and Referendum, in the same manner as a regular session of the Legislative Assembly.
5. An act of a Legislative Assembly, consonant with the
constitution, becomes effective as a law, as follows:
(1) Immediately upon its passage and approval by the Gov-
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the world what they think of his "TO HELL WITH THE CONSTITUTION BILL." Here's the syllabus, written by two associate justices whom Bill Lemke helped nominate and elect:
IN SUPREME COURT.
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA.
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA, ex rel WILLIAM LANGER,
ATTORNEY GENERAL; CARL R. KOSITZKY, STATE
AUDITOR and RACHEL L. MORRIS, RELA TOR, Plaintiff,
vs.
OBERT A. OLSON, STATE TREASURER, Defendant.
( Syllabus by the Court)
1. The "Legislative Power," pursuant to the Constitution,
(Art. 26 and 27) is vested in the Legislative Assembly and, in
the people, through the Initiative and Referendum.
2. This Legislative Power, pursuant to the Constitution, may
be exercised at a Session of the Legislative Assembly, or, by
the people at the polls through the Initiative and Referendum.
3. A "Special Session" of the Legislative Assembly, pursu-

,

ernor, when stated and adopted by the Legislative Assembly
as an Emergency by the two-thirds affirmative vote required

by the Constitution.
(2) On July 1st following the close of the Session, unless
made subject to a referendum to the people, whereupon, by an
affirmative majority of the electors it becomes a law, and effective as such, 30 days after such election, unless otherwise
speci~ied in the act.
(3) On a date, prescribed in the act, or otherwis,e, by the
Legislative Assembly subsequent to the Constitutional date of
July 1st.
'
6. The acts of the Special Session of the Legislative Assembly of 1919, are subject to the provisions of the Cbnstitution,
prescribing when acts of a Legislative Assembly become effective (Art. 27) and, to the "Legislative Power" of the people
reserved in the Initiative and Referendum (Art. 26).
acts
adopted at such Special Session, not an emergency measure,
S. B. No. 40 changing the composition of the State Auditing
Board, and H. B. No. 44, altering and redueing the State Bud-

The
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get, do not b come operative as laws until July 1st, 1920, unless made subject to a referendum to the people, and sooner ratified by the people at an election, pursuant to the Constitution.
7. The act, H. B. No. 40, which provides that all acts passed
at a special session, not emergency measures, shall be operative as laws, within ten days, after the close of such special session, and which was adopted by such special session, not as an
emergency measure, pursuant to the constitutional provisions,
is not effective a a law, either, until July 1st, next, or, unless
sooner ratified by the people, pursuant to such constitutional
provisions, and therefore does not apply to the time when S. B.
No. 40 and H. B. No. 44 become operative as laws.

"Dread" Scott case up Bottineau way is the history of two
loan which the Bank of North Dakota has just made in Bottineau county. They are described as follows:
0 car T. Flanery and wife, to Bank of North Dakota, mortga e 14,000 on all of section 17, Elf.t TE% 18-161-76.
Ole Johnson and wife, to Bank of North Dakota, mortgage,
$24,000, on the S1h SE% NWIA, SE* 7; NW% SW*- and Wlf.t
E% NW* SE~ 17; E1h NE* E1h SE* SW% SE~
SE* SW* 18; E'n NE, E1h NW, NE SE 19; W1h NW; SE
1 W. NW SW 20; 161-78; N1h SE%, SW% SE% 13-161-79.
Without any desire on our part to so impair Mr. Cathro's
appetite that he might fail to do full justice to one of those

BA~\< OF NORTH l)Al<OTA
W£ AIZE: ONL'/ LEAGUE:
OR.c:iA.N I 'Z.ER.S .... N ()
~HOUG~T W~ WOULD
CALL

OH -IOU

OH' '/~S, 'f€S I
MQ• 10WNLey

!4A.S Of-TEN
TA\..l<'..€0 A.Bo'-,T
YOV t1et-l .

Original Petition for Iandamus to compel the State
Treasurer to pay a ~tate warrant to a special clerk in
the office of the State Auditor.
WRIT GRANTED FORTHWITH.
Opinion of the Court by Bronson, J. William Langer,
Attorney General; Edward B. Cox and Albert E.
Sheets, Jr., Assts. Atty's General.
Attorneys for the Relators.
William Lemke, Foster and Baker,
Attorneys for the Respondent.

AN INTERE TING BANK ITEM FROM BOTTINEAU
Before he became manager of the Bank of North Dakota at
$10,000 per annum and found-it would be founder for the average farmer-Fred Cathro was engaged in the banking business on his own hook at Bottineau, where so far as anyone
knows he is still so engaged. Almost equal in interest to the

h arty meal to whkh th farmers of North Dakota stak him
three times a day at Ed. Patterson's eating house in Bismarck,
The Red Flame would like to ask Mr. Cath~o whether in his
experience as a banker in Bottineau county he ever had any
knowledge of these loans; whether it is a fact that he had been
carrying these loans for years, possibly against his will, before
they were unloaded upon the people of • Torth Dakota.
These are economic questions, and they interest THE RED
FLAME even more at this moment than does the "Dread" Scott
case.
We trust that Mr. Cathro will let us know early how much
space he will require in the March number of THE RED
FLAME to make a satisfactory answer.
In the meantime, Fred, don't fret and spoil your indigestionfood was made to be eaten, not to be sneezed at.
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SELLI G

competitive private efficiency and monopoli tic bureaucratic
inefficiency.

,000 BU GALOWS FOR 13.614.43

The country ha heard in the la t few weeks almost as much
about North Dakota' first state bungalow
they have about
North Dakota's state-owned flour mill. They very properly
travel together. They have much in common, this little 126
barrel flour mill at Drake, which is all th farmers have to
Bhow for their 5,000,000 in elevator bonds, their $100,000 in
direct appropriation and the 100,000 state mill and elevator
fund which represent several years' taxation, and this doll's
house of a bungalow which is orth probably 4,000 at current
prices for labor and materials, and which is all the state has

SA'/ El2ASTu..S., IS
HE.RE
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The ~ate home building a sociation, provided with a capital
of 100,000, which the Townley legislature pried out of a state
treasury which the farmers are now being taxed to death to
replenish, labored six months and it brought forth one 4,000
bungalow at an expen e to the state of 12,614,43. Compared
with the labors of the mountain which brought forth a mouse
the achievement of the Townleyized communized building and
lean association, is monumental.

DJS
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to show for the 100,000 which it has put into the Nonpartisan
league's state home-building association.
John Adams, an employe of the state railway administration,
will become the owner of this state-built bungalow 30 years
hence, if hP. keeps up his monthly payments, and providing
the dovecote doesn't burn down in the meantime. Mr. Bungalow Adams will pay $5,000, with interest spread over this
period of thirty years, for his home, The state of North Dak<'ta has already paid $8,614.43 for Mr, Adams' bungalow, in
addition to $4,000 which went directly into its erection. Mr.
Adams furnished $1,000, so the total cost to the stat01 will be
only $12,614.43 for this very ordinary little one-story bunga-

low,
And the Townley press points to this state-built bungalow
as a great achievement in industrial democracy. It is great
in that it is typical of the practical working out of the wild
theories of such men as Lenine and Trotzky and Goldman and
Townley. It is great in the contrast which it offers between

WH T RED THI KO I RELIGIO
Karl Marx, the found r of Modern Socialism, said: "Religion
is the fantastic d gradation of the human mind." And every
Socialist all over the world is either an agnostic and atheist or
an infidel. A vote for the support of the Nonpartisan league is
giving aid to the Socialist movement of this nation. Think it
over.-Elmore Eye.
SMASH THE RED FLAG
"Smash the red flag; bar the nation's gates to undesirable immigrants and Americanize the desirable ones; teach
Americanism in our schools, and see that the teachers are
properly paid and cared for; tolerate only one flag, the
Stars and Stripes. This is no time for new experiments;
this is no time for new theories; this is no time for loose
thinking. The watchword of this country today should be
'STEADY!' and the slogan 'Law and Order.' the rights of
property, the courts, the constituted authorityl"-Major
General Leonard Wood.
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STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA,)
) s.
County of Golden Valley.
)
I, the undersigned elector, do olemnly
ear (or affirm)
that my name and signature as signed below is my true name
and signature. If I have not personally signed it, it is because •..........•.....•...........•.....................
and it was signed at my request by the attending officer. My
age is 33 years and occupation farming, nativity American
born. Present residence in Section ...... , Township ...... ,
Range ...... , Golden Valley county, North Dakota; (or if

city or town) at No. Third street, in the city. of Beach. Post;.
offic address, Beach, N. D.
I belong to the Socialist party; that I have resided in this
state for one year immediately preceding this election. In
testimony whereof I sign my name two times.
1 A. C. TOWNLEY, Elector.
2 A. C. TOWNLEY, Elector.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of April,
1914
THEO. SCHEAUFER,
Assessor in and for City of Beach district, Golden Valley
County, State of North Dakota.
What would a league legislator do under the New Day if h~
were to discover that his dearest kid sister had been "appropriated" by one of his Comrades? Would he become a countet'
revolutioni t, subject to a visit from the fl.ring squad on thr(X>
hours' notice? Read "WHEN THE REVOLUTION CAME TO
. . TORTH DAKOTA," which opens in the March number of THF.
RED FLAME and decide for your: elf.

LOY AL A

ERICANS

The Am rican L gion, composed of young men who h ve
ho have laid down
their lives for their country, men to whom the Stars and Stripes
mean something, will make no truce ith Red Socialism and
Bol hevism. From one end of North Dakota to the ·other American Legion posts, composed of sons of farmers, business men,
bankers, professional men, laboring men, trades unionists anl
members of every other branch of ociety, are courageously
condemning the petty demagogues who have dared to attempt
to advance the cause of Sovietism in North Dakota; who have
fnught for their country; comrade of h r

refu ed to give tho Stars and Stripes the protection ot a s~o
law banning the Red Flag and who have even gone so far, in
the case of Senator J. I. Cahill of Grant county, chairman of
Townley's "extraordinary committee," as to publicly defend the
Red Flag.
Walter J. Thome Post No. 46 of Grant county, composed of
neighbors and fellow townsmen of Senator J. I. Cahill, goes on
record as follows:
WHEREAS: J. I. Cahill in an address at Leith,
North Dakota, on December 29th, 1919, said that "A
Man Can be as Good an American Citizen Following
the Red Flag as Any Other Flag."
AND WHEREAS: The American Legion is dedicated to God and our country, and is composed of men
who fought for this Nation and the 'p rincipals upon
which it was founded;
AND WHEREAS: The red flag of anarchism is
diametrically opposed to good Americanism and our
beautiful Stars and Stripes;
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THEREFORE BE JT RESOLVED, By the Walt r J.
Thom Po t No. 45, that th sentiments of J . . Cahill
re hereby condemned as un-Arh rican and positively
dangerous to our form of government.
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That this
Post wi he to go on record a publicly condemning
J. I. Cahill, or any other man who entertains sentiments similar to that above quoted.

Another Far.mer Po t

atisfactory to F. W. Keitzman and L rs
Frederick on, they are not sati. factory to this po ~t of the
"If the red flag is

American Legion," declares Rundel Holicky Post No. 21 of
Lakota, county se t of Nelson, formerly strong league territory,
in condemning Townley repre entatives from that county who
voted against the bill banning the Red Flag in the recent special
session.
In part the resolutions recite that:
"At the special session ot the leg lature a bill was duly ln
troduced in the house of representatives making it a crime to
eipose as the symbol of a political creed the Red Flag in the
State of North Dakota; and whereas said bill was referred to a
committee in the house of representatives and kept in said committee so that the said F. W. Keitzman and Lars Frederickson
and other members might be spared the embarras ·ment of beirn;
recorded as voting in favor of a Red Flag bill, or against the
suppression of it; and whereas, a motion was made to compel
the committee to report the said Red Flag bill so that a favorable vote might be had, and so that it might be made a crime
to expose the Red Flag for political purposes in North Dakota,
and whereas, said F. W. Keitzman and Lars Frederickson did
vote to keep the bill in the committee and so prevent the lcgis-
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lature from pas ing said Red Flag bill, thus killing the Red
Flag bill and preventing it from becoming law, and wherea ,
the RED
LAG has BECO IE A SYMBOL THE
WORLD O ER A THE FLAG OF THE BOLSHEVIST, I. W. W., IHILIST, ANARCHIST, DESTRUCTIONIST AND LAW-BREAKER, AND THE SYMBOL OF POLITICAL FAITHS BELIEVING IN THE
IBGATIO T OJ;'' ALL LA -;v
TD ORDER, and whereas the American Legion stands primarily for law and order, for
100 percent Americanism in direct opposition to every creed
rei,r ent cl by the R d Flag, and wherea ·, the American Legion
considers the votes of F. W. Keitzman and Lars Frederickson

at. open in ·ult," therefore a demand is made that they redeen1
themselves by initiating and supporting a bill for the auppre
sion of the Red Flag, or that they resign their posts as misre11rc entatlves of the people.
Both of these men were elected to the hou e of repre entativec;
by the Townleylte , and in every vote recorded their voices werJ
raised for Townleyism.

Would Clean Up Schools
Gilbert S. Furniss Post No. 40 of Mandan demands that Governor Frazier purge the state board of administration, through
which Townleyis:gi has seized possession of the public chool
system, of advocates of Bolshevism, Free Love and Revolution,
resolving that:
"WHEREAS, Recent disclosures have indicated a
startling lack of American spirit prevalent in the administration of some of the state departments of North
Dakota, in that books of a radical Bolshevik, Free Love
and Anarchistic character have been purchased for
reading by the public of the state; and
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"WHEREAS, Such book have been purcha ed· with the
knowledge and endorsement of George A. Totten, Sr., and Robert
Muir, members by appointment of the board of administration,
and on recommendation of Charles Emil Stangeland, employed
in making a survey of the libraries of the tate; and
''WHEREAS, The administration has placed in position of
tru t and po er one :r. C. Macdonald, whom the vote of ,.orth
Dakota declared should be succeeded by Miss Minnie J. Nielson,
said Macdonald also having aided in the distribution of thia
radical literature; and
WHEREA , One Madame irne Lund, n radical, ha been
employed as an instructor in the Mayville normal, an institution

Robert Muir, Charles Emil Stangeland, and Madame Signe una,
for their un-American, un-patriotic action ; ancl be it further
"RESOLVED, That this post of the American Legion does
conaemn those members of the legislature who by their actions
in killing the Anti-Red Flag bill and the repeal of the I. W.W.
protection bill, have failed in their public duty and have not
been in accord with the premises of 100 percent Americanism on
which the American Legion is founded."
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THE RED FLAME made the charge in its January issue that
the Soviets government already had gone a long way in North
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of learning conducted by the State of North Dakota, aid Madame Signe Lund having rec ntly; circulated a petition for th•
release of Kate Richards O'H re fro.'!l the Federal penitentiaryJ
and
"WHEREAS, The legislature of North Dakota in special session assembled refused to give consideration to or pass the bill
making it criminal to display the Red Flag of anarchy or the
Black Flag of revolution in the State of North Dakota, thus de..
clining to promulgate a law which would make it possible to de•
mand 100 percent Americanism in North Dakota; and
"WHEREAS, The special session of the legislature
refused further to consider the repeal of the anti-injunction act which otfers and does give protection to
I. W.W. members and other un-American radicals, who
are thus permitted by the O'Brien law to foment labor,
social and economic unrest; now, therefore,
"BE IT RESOLVED, By the tnembers of Gilbert S. Furnes~
Post No. 40 of the American Legion, Mandan, N. D., 168 mem•
hers being present and voting unanimously, that Lynn J. Frazier,
governor of the State ot North Dakota, do hereby cause to be
removed from office George A. Totten, Sr., Neil C. Macdonald,

Dakota in the destruction of religion. It had hoped this statement would be challenged by the Reds in order that we might
Eubmit our proof, but the Hcd have dnr d not g£ve THE REJJ
FLAME that opportunity. So we submit to you, readers of
THE RED FLAME, as a jury of our peers, this question:
"When men like Senator C. D. King of Burleigh county and
Senator Thomas Pendray of Stutsman county, born and reared
in the l\Iethodi t faith; Representative Ole O. Moen of Tram
county, born and reared a Lutheran, and Representative John
Nathan of Sheridan county, a devoted member of the Evangelical
church, will even passively countenance such a prostitution of
the public library and the circulating libraries ·of our state at
the hands of a board of administration to whom our children
must look for their educational training;
"When men like Senator J. I. Cahill of Grant county, North
Dakota, born and reared in the Catholic faith, can be so blinded
by the money and power which Townleyism has showered upon
him that•he can take the platform and openly defend the Red
Flag, which he knows to be the deadly and determined enemy
ot his church; when Representative Walter J. Maddock, an enlightened young American of the present generation, born and
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reared a Catholic and pre erving all outward semblance of one
true to the faith, and hi uncle, Representative John Maddock,
a man grown gray in the faith of hi fathers, will vo again t
R bill de gn d to end tl1e tyranny of a ovi t boar of administ-ration ovE:r our chool ystem, and to prevent the tate libr ry
and other circulating libraries and public chool b ing made
machinery for promulgating the propaganda of anti-Christ,
knowing as the two faddocks did the filthy nature of the attacks
made in books which this board was purcha ing for the school
children of our state to read, is further proof required that
marked progress has been made in the destruction of religion?
And we will ask further, when a man who has been ordained

-
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SCHOOL SYSTEM, or to turn ba to page 107, or to pages 38
and 39, or to the delvings into m dieval hi tory on page 129, for
something with which to damn the church; or to pag s 147 and
125 for passages too vile to reprint here, but which appear there
in black and white for the school children who write to the
soviets library for text books on sociology to read!
FRO I MAYVILLE TO GARY.
Re. Madam Signe Lund.
Jan. 16, 1920.
Madam Signe Lund has left the State of North Dakota and
at the present time is at Gary, Indiana.
While at the Mayville Normal, Mayville, N. Dakota, she pre-

SOO#ER 0/2

a minister of the Luth ran church, as has Rev. John Flint of
Bi marck, and when he has r c ntly taken unto himself a wife
under the holy covenan of his church, will stand up before an
aggregation of Townley legislators in a Townley secret caucus
and defend the presence in the public library of his state of Ellen
Key's works oa Free Love, and when he will openly repeat that
defense in the public press of the state and will become a member of a league organized primarily for the purpose of expousing
and vindicating such works. has not the soviets government of
North Dakota taken a very long step toward the destruction of
religion and faith in its ministers?
"Oh," the Cahills and the Maddocks and 1foens and Nathans
and Pendrays will tell their Catholic relatives and friends, "that's
simply another BIG BUSINESS LIE. The North Dakota library
is not distributing an attack on the Catholic church!"
And when they tell you this, Mr. Voter, you ask the Cahills
and the Maddocks if they have looked upon page 124 of "The
Profits of Religion," which Representative 0. B. Burtness found
IN THE TRAVELING LIBRARIES OF OUR STATE, COMPILED BY TIJE STATE BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION,
WHICH HAS COMPLETE CONTROL OVER OUR PUBLIC

ented to some of th faculty a petition for the re-opening of
th Kate Richards O'Hare case, and ex
s ed herself as strongly in favor of it. She also distributed literature, including what
is said to be copies of letters , rilten by Mrs. 'Hare to members of her family after she was at the federal prison. While
at the Mayville Normal she confined her work entirely to the
women of the faculty and to the girls of the school, and made
no attempt to influence the men. She was asked to resign by
the president of the Mayville Normal, and his action was concurred in by the Board of Administration.
Yours truly,

HE'S WITH US AND NOT AFRAID TO SAY SO

Web:ter, _, ". D., .January 2a. 19:!0.
Gentlemen: THE RED FLAME is a unique and timely publication. Its vivid cartoon characterization of the corrupt political and economic conditions existing in North Dakota today
is serving as a great eye-opener and educator to thousands of
our well-intentioned citizens who unfortunately have been lead
astray by the plausible fallacy. of Townleyism.
J. P. RANCEt
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EXPROPRIATED CLASSES FIGHT SAV CELY
That's What Happened in Russia Under Sovieti m and
is What May Happen in North Dakota When Communism Becom,es Thoroughly Entrenched and Begins Confiscation of Lands, of Women and Other
Valuable ''Property."
It is quite en y to ee how Townley's pet organizers and the·
men that he ,tands up on the floors of our legislative bodies to
peak for him ''Get That Way."
Defending the Bol heviki in the Manche~ter Guardian, an
extremely radi<'al Engli h lahor paper, a . pecial correspondent
in Moscow says: "The United States of America did not h~sftate to impo e the frightful puni hment of ten to twenty year<:J'
imprisonment upon Socialists who'e often. e consisted in th11t
they were so bold as to raise their voices in protest against tee
slaughter of the working classes of the world in a war that was
calculated to enrich the possessing classes."
The writer quoted is M. Philips Price, whose pamphlet "The
Soviet, The Terror and Intervention," a glorification of Bolshu1 m is printed by the Sociali. t Publication society of Brooklyn,
N. Y., from which any disciple of Townleyism may procure it
for ten cents the copy, or le s in gross lots.
How often during the war did we hear the same thing fro1,1
the lips of A. C. Townley and His RED Or~anizers !
How clearly the source of A. C. Townley's inspiration runs
back to the fountain-head of Lenine and Trozky and their
gory-handed butcher and ravishers of women!
"It L of cour e clear," says Ir. Pric , "thnt so tremendous 11
tran. formntion," (referring to the confl cation ot all pivate property by J...enine and Trotzky) "cannot take plnce without flNt
pa. sing throu"h n period in which the EXPROPRI.ATEn
CL.ASSES WILL FIGHT SAVAGELY IN ORDER TO RECON
QUER THEIR PRIVILEGES."
The expropriated classes were peasants. whose little plot •. t
ground had been wrested from them; husbands and fathers ana
brothers whose loved ones had been seized to gratify the beasti8!
lust of the dictator's red murderers.
And when these expropriated classes fight. as the expropriatu!
farmer of ... Torth Dakota may some day have to fight, unle. s he
opens his eyes, "The Soviets Government of Russia is similarly
forced to take severe measures against those members of toe
former POSSESSING CLASSES (THAT INCLUDES YOU, MR.
FARMER; MOST ESPECIALLY YOU HERE IN SOVIET DAKOTA) WHO REFUSE TO ACCEPT THE NEW ORDER."
This is how it will come to you, Mr. Farmer:
"In the ummer of In. t year, the Soviet gov~rnment ot Ru
tn was nt n crltlcnl po t (n Townl<')'i.;m is in North Dnkott,
today.) The Ru . inn bourgeoi ie (fncludin everyone
ho bncl
been ...,o unfortunn te n to accumulnte throu~h indu try ancl
thrift a farm, or a shop or n home, or a Uttle stock in a farmers' elevator or a farmers' bnnk or anything else that the
RED MURDERERS COVETED) after the November revolutl/)t1
nttempt<'d to fight its class opponents by sabotage. (Thanks to
Townley there is no law in North Dakota agair:st sabotage. 80
long as the I. W. W. and the other REDS find it useful in gaining their ends. But with the REDS in the saddle. SABOTAGE
ON THE PART OF THE OPPOSITION BECOMES A CRIME
PUNISHABLE BY DEATH.) Great sums of money were w!th<Ira wn from the banks, IN ORDER TO SUPPORT THE FAl\IJLIES OF THOSE WHO REFUSED TO WORK'' (for the dlctntors of the RED REVOLUTION, who lolled in luxurious idleness and basked in the smiles of their expropriated women.)
. Then, we learn. the Russian bourgeoi ie were forced into a.
policy of "direct counter revolutionary action."
Then was the heart of the Red Butchers made glad. Then did
they bathe to their heart's content tn the blood of their enem·es

ho , ·ere fooli h enough to fight becau
their homes and their
wive and their daughters and everything they held dear hn<l
been taken from them by the RED REVOLUTIONIST .
So IILITARY LAW WAS DECLARED THROUGHOUT TBE
COUNTRY.
That term hath a familiar ring in North Dakota, where ever
o recently , •hen Dakota would not consent to be bilked $1.60
per ton for it coal, when there wa no strike in thlR
state, to fatten the cotters of strike lenders in other states, the
governor politely manufactured a strike overnight; declared
MILITARY LAW THROUGHOUT THE COU .. TTRY; exproprla ted the bourgeoi. le in posses ~ion of the coal mines THROUGH
THE USE OF AR.l'IED FORCE, and seized this private property
and placed his own men in charge and operated H.
AND WHEN THE COURTS TOLD THIS MILITARY DICTATOR OF NORTH DAKOTA THAT HE COULD NOT
LEGALLY OR CO.TSTITUTIONALLY DO THESE THINGS,
THE GOVER.i. TOR CALLED HIS SOVIETS LEGISLATURE
INTO SPECIAL SESSION AND HAD ENACTED A BILL DECLARI1 G THAT WHENSOEVER HE MAY FEEL INCLINED
IT IS HIS PRIVILEGE TO SEIZE ANY MAN'S PROPER'! Y
AND DO WITH IT AS HE SEES FIT, AND THAT TO INSURE
THE CARRYL TG OUT OF HIS ORDERS HE MAY PLACE U~DER ARMS EVERY ABLE-BODIED MALE IN THE STA'"l'FJ
BETWEEN THE AGES OF 18'AND 45.
So In' Russia, a. in .1. rorth Dakota, "MILITARY LAW WAS
DECLARED THROUGHOUT THE OU,. ~TRY. A D EXTER.1. TAL TRIBU TALS
( uch as the R, TRA.ORDIR RY 00 IITTEE OF FIVE VHICH THE SOVIETS LEGI LATURE GAVE
THE GOVER TOR TO GO WITH HIS MILITARY T.JAW AND
HIS RED ARMY AND HIS STATE CO,. STABULARY) were
authorized TO IMPOSE THE DEATH PENALTY WITHI~
THREE HOURS 0.1. T ALL PERSONS INVOLVED IN THE
co TSPIRACIES OF THE ENTErTTE, OR WHO HA.D A'rTEMPTED TO CARRY OUT A COUP D' ET.AT. It is probable
that THREE OR FOUR THOUSAND COUNTER-REVOLUTIO ... TARY AGENTS :MET THEIR DEATH IN THESE FEW
WEEKS.
The. e people were fully convinced that the Soviet
government was nhout to fall. (What a striking parallel is
again furnished in North Dakota.) Nothing could move them
from this faith, but the fact that the Soviet power had the
power to punish them with death if they should raise their hand
against that government. The convincing etrect of these mea~ures of reprisal is illustrated by the fnct that two or three week'i
of their operation wn sufficient to put nn end to .all counterrcvolutlonnry con plrnclc51 and attempt AT CRIME."
Df!ath hns something of tbts eff'ect upon all men; dead men
eldom fl ht or argu or call attention to Scandinavian-Am rlcnn or Valley City or Rank of North Dakota cnndnls. l\Iurd r
has a most calming effect on discu. ion and agitation of thts
kind, so far as the murdered man ls concerned.
In North Dakota Townley has not yet the power to inflict th~
death penalty. But he has the power to fine and impri:-:on and
to harrass and bulldoze and ruin men who oppose his will. He
has an "anti-lying'' act through which he hopes to stop the mouths
of duly elected representatives of the people; he has his EXTRAORDINARY CO:Ml\IITTEE which can hale a counter-re rolutionist out of bed at dead of night and demand that he sp ·,a
across the length of the state to defend himself against charges
preferred by this EXTRAORDINARY COMMITTEE or anv
member of it. HE HAS A STATE CO ... .,.STABULARY EVER)~
l\IEMBER OF WHICH IS RESPONSIBLE TO THE HEAD OF
THE SOVIETS GOVERNMENT FOR HIS JOB A~ TD Hrn
REPUTATION AND HIS FUTURE CAREER, HEADED BY A
STATE SHERIFF PICKED BY THIS SAME GOVER .. "OR, TO
ENFORCE THE COMMANDS OF THE SOVIETS.

I.
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., , w mu t admit, that con idering the 11 ndi ap , •hich be
had to overcome, ownl y in ,.orth a ota. ha made even m re
remnrkaule vro re
than Trotzl y in Ru la, and that Leml~e
n ,.orth Dakota hn even more to con ratulate him elf upou
than ha Lenine in Ru ia.
"R volution salu
upremn Lex," ls the battle cry of the
RED TERROR everywhere.
11
THE SAVING OF THE REVOLUTION IS THE SUPRE IE
LAW!"

THE SOVIETS OF RUSSIA

of farmer a mi ht m t lli upprovul could b com meruu r of HI Jen ue and vote for HI ' tate government in ortb
Dakota, ltho anyone :-.·ho bad a R cl curd, even tho he had
never labor <1 n in le day n t furmin or any other u eful pur·
ult, might be om• eligibl to one of the 5,000 job wh 'ch
Townley's Ch 'TR.AL OM JTTEE imm di tely created for h
And it i.
rtainly coincid ntul that Townley has
mor lately een fit to e ·tend hi
oviet. voting po e.r to member of uch labor organization a would accept hi RED RAD[typ

C LI

l\I. Philips Price, Ru inn correspondent of the Manchester

Guardian, a nppor t r of the radical Engli h labor movemen ,
a prototype of the .i. ·o.nparti an league in America, writing frorn
Mo cow in 191 in dcfeu e of the Bol heviki, admits that:
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WHEN THE FARMERS TURN
Should the farmers declare war on the Socialistic agitators,
no matter what name they may bear, they would have more
money and more happines , without the handicap of having a

'1,/E -St'\OULO 'tt'OQ~Y,
v,IF:: OOM'"T
THEM AN'/

"The pre. ent-day Soviets in Ru ia have nothing in common
in the matter of compo:ition with the p rliam ntary govern
ment . ystem e.·isting in cnpitali. tic countries. The highe t lPg·
isla tive body in ti.le republic is the CE . . 'TRAL E~ ·EcUTI\'E
COMMITTEE. The law of the republic provide~ that only suc.11
persons may vote as obtain their livelihood by their own physical or mental labor. Everyone must, therefore. before he :!all
vote at all, become a member of some guild or working cla~s
organization, which will certify that he is PROLETARIAN -in
good faith. In the village THE COMMITTEES OF TH ii!
POOREST PEASANTS CERTIFY THAT THE PEASA . . ·T IS
NOT EXPLOITii.:·G THE LABOR POWER OF ArOTHER
MAN, AND THAT HE CULTIVATES HIS LAND HIMSELF.
WHICH GRA 'T TO THE LABORERS THE RIGHT TO YOTE
FOR THE SOYIET. In practice this amounts to the fact that
the central. political authority of the republic is cho en by bodies
of the people who are united by a common economic intere. t."
Had Townley thi in mind when he decreed that none but su61

Ne: Et>
MORE

body of agitators around the country, living a life of ease at
the expense of the farmers.-Stillwater Gazette.
At the end of the first column on page ~L of "The . . Tew
Solidarity" official I. W. W. paper. dated at Chicago . . ·ovember
1st we find the following para "'raph : "Instead of the con ·ervative motto 'A fair day' - wage for a
fair day' work' we must in -cribe on our banner the revolutionary watchword 'abolL h the wage system'."
In other wor~s the I. W. W.' want all of the profits in indm,try regardless of whether they earn any of them or not.
And they are willing to use murder to bring this condition to
pass.
We have room in this country for all who would come with
the sincere intention of becoming good citizens and living in
amity and in accordance with our established system of government. But there is no room and no welcome for the agitator
and the destroyer.-Marshall County Banner.
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CARRYING OUT THE PROGRAM
The avera e North Dakota farmer is a good business man.
If h were not orth Dakota, after two or three ubnorma1 r ,
year , and the three years' drain of Townleyism, would not be
n pro perou a it I todny. Therefor wb n the ,.orth Dakot'l
farmer reads that it cost the STATE INDUSTRIAL COMI\IISSION, whose executive officer was imported from the Socialist
park comIJlission of Minneaplis, more than 2,000 just in appraisal fees to make up its mind to allow Drake citizens to invest $20,000 of their money in a little 125-barrel, state-owned
flour mill, he begins to ask himself, WHY
And does this farmer realize that there has been turned over

to the STATE MILL AND ELEVATOR ASSOCIATION, officered by another imported Townleyite, a terminal mill and
elevator fund of $100,000 which the farmers of .. ·orth Dakota
have taxed themselves for years to accumulate? Has the farmer
, heard of any accounting which J. A. McGovern, the $5,000-a-year
manager of this a ocia tion, is required to make for tbe 100,0 u
which the Townley legislature so kindly took out of be state
treasury and handed to Mr. McGovern'! The Farmer HAS NOT,
and again he asks, WHY?
Why should the whole Townley system insist upon such secrecy? Why, if it is honest and efficient, cannot it stand the
same amount of publicity which any private corporation is
forced to bear?
Why does Townley insist that the state auditing board must
not see the books of HIS mill and elevator association, and HIS
industrial commission, and HIS home building association, and
HIS Bank of North Dakota, to which the people of North Dakota
are compelled to entrust more than $20,000,000.00 of THEIR
public funds?
Instead of giving the North Dakota farmer a state-owned

terminal elevator, the INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION HAS GIV•
EN HI f A NICE WASH-DRAWING OF A TERMINAL ELE·
VATOR, VERY 'PRETTY TO LOOK AT, BUT HARDLY
WORTH 100,000.00 AND FOUR YEARS OF STRIFE AND
TURMOIL!
Why hasn't Townley, with everything in his favor, made
good?
Is it because he has no desire to make good or intention of
making good ?
Is it because he is only paving the way in North Dakota for
what Russia is now experiencing?
Or is it simply because he is as inefficient and as much of a

bungler in handling the business of a $1,260,000,000.00 corporation, such a the State of North Dakota, as he wa in handling
a dinky fla · farming venture of his own in western 'orth
Dakota a few years ago?
Bunglers, tricksters, double-dealers have no place in the
farmers' movement.
The weeding process has begun, and Townley and his imported
reds will be duly classified.
The annual report of the State Industrial Commission,
covering the operating expenses of the Bank of North Dakota,
was filed with the Secretary of State on February 2, 1920, by
the Secretary of the Industrial Commission, and in that report
is found the following item:
"Referring to bulletin No. 5, Series of 1919, December 16th,
it will be observed that 'net profits' read $67,993.27. This Item
should read 'net profits and state appropriation.'"
This is an admission that the statements published broadcast heretofore by the Townley regime that the Bank of North
Dakota was making money are false and misleading.
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What of our r c nt ct e tnbli bin
a state which ha known no turmoll inc
wars nlm t half a · ntur • ngo? What of th a ·t mpowcr\n·r
t11e governor of thi
ovi t commonw alth t drag into h
armi e · ry abJe-b di d man b tw n th ng of 1 and 5 in
th
tnte of ·orth Dakota a a m an of holding and operatln,;
privat property whi ·h it ha plea d the Townleyite to
iz ?
"Terror-tyrannical suppression of every form of opposition!"
For •bat other purpo e did Townley command his le i lature
to rent a .anelling committee endowed with all the 11owerof pro ecutor , courts and e ecutlve ? "rhat el e wa the purpo e of the Townley act under which a tnte official may be
fined 5,000 or en t into pri on for adverse criticism of Towu0

d nt c untry pr
of ~ rth Dakota, hi 1 ntlnued to tell
the truth about Dolshevi m!
Leniue , · nt one t JI further- becnu e Lenin wn in 11ntionPl
control, ·bile a y t ' w11 Icy' talon are firmly fl d only in
"'ortl1 I nkota-L nine, wh n the e oppo iti n 1 np r per 1 tee
in appearing, "nation liz d" the upply of print paper and th n
h
u1 pli d it on y to P<1riodic ls ·hlch upport d th c mmun .
Townley ha n't got to that yet, but perhap h hu. the iden
pigeon-holed in his brain for future reference. FOR ONE OF
THJl) IH,MAHKAilLF...
)I • 'Il>E T(., bS 01! THI
B L, HEYi ·
TI, IOVEME. •T I THAT PHAT1'...VER IA" BE DO 'E I •
RU ' IA I. h.IUL Tim L. •
UCB DEGRBE A
THEIU
l'OWbR PEill\HT, BY THE sovrnTs 11· AMEIUCA.

NORTH DA\<.OTA

5TA1E
DO AS

LI 13R.AR.. (

I

leyism-tor telling the truth as he sees It about the frauds and.
lntrlcues which have been Inflicted upqn North Dakota, provldln1 one of Townley's vassals can be made to see this trtuh tn
some other light

• • • • •

"Lenlne suppressed all opposition newspapers in Russia, urging as an excuse the ruling that 'no Ile could be published".'t
writes Klletoth.

ID North Dakota Comrade Townley first undertook to suppres3
all opJ)OBitlon newspapers by subsidising bis own press and
by bestowing upon these papers public and private business
amountlag t.o three mlllion dollars per annum whteh he stolt!
through an act ot his legislature from the independent newspapers ot North Dakota. Then, finding that the opposition press
would not die, even tho famished to the point of starvation, he
had thla same legislature paH his smelling committee and his
ut1-lyln1 bllla, u a means ot further harruslng the clean;

OMEN, A D IN THE NORTH
RUSSIA COMMU IZES
DAKOTA PUBLIC LIBRARY THERE APPEARS ELLE ~
KEY'S "LOVE AND ETHICS," ADVOCATING A SYSTEM OF
FREE LOVE WHOSE ULTIMATE GOAL WOULD BE THO
NATIONALIZATION OF WOMEN ! And 1n the inner ·ranks of
the Townley movement everywhere there spring up ·defenders
of Ellen Key lllld her writings, and in spite of the prot.eata of
the indignant womanhood of North Dakota., the men respomrlb'e
for injecting this type of literature into our public library are
retained 1n the state's service.
RUSSIA ABOLISHES ALL RELIOOON AND BANISHES
THE MINISTERS A D PRIESTS. ALMOST SIMULTANlr
OUSLY WE FIND PLACED IN THE TRAVELING LIBRARIES
OF OUR STATE, "SELECTED" COLLECTIONS OF BOOKS
WHICH ARE TO GO I TO OUR COU TRY SCHOOLS AND
OUR RURAL READING CIRCLES, SUCH ORKS AS UPTO~;
SI CLAIR'S "PROFITS OF RELIGION," .Ind BLATOHFORD"S
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ly 1 re · of the northw ·t over the urr ·t of thl alt n nnarclli t.

• • • • •

It bu

m lllng

mmltte lTJ
t II bo v

m foth

out into th eountry communal ·hool , the rec rd · of the clnldren are d troyed, and they are known only by number.
TOBODY AT TELL WHlmE THE HlLDRh.1.~ HAYI<J BEe.

living."

In Torth Dakota upon the complaint of any individual, n >
matter who or whnt he may be, alien, anarchi t, red, revoln-

•

111Ro~1111c
TAKE . Th m th r. ar t Id tllat n r •orcl e ·i t of thl·
de tfnafion of the children who are in thi way nntlonnlize,1•
Thi fact lln h come J·nown to th p ople, and the dny ufter uch
an excur ion you cuu ee many mother sn aking out of Mo cow
on trains bound for the country in a bopele s attempt to :fin·l
their children."
1

• • • • •
Whence Comes the League's Inspiration?
Whence come the league'..., in piration?
Kliefoth says: "The men running affairs in Russia are clever
propagandi t ·. Many of them have been political exile· for . o
many year that all they know i propaganda. They exerci e
unlimited power and hn ve unlimited fund behind them.''
And we hnve only recently learned through the pre :;; how
Ludwig Iarten , Bolshevi t "amba ador to America." amply
supplied with funds and prepaganda by Lenine did his master's
bidding from the oviet ' American headquarter in ... T w York.
And we have heard, too, nn unholy howl go up from the Town-

~
our TIIE gf11 T

--;:---- ~-M/J

ti ui t, murd r r, rapt t or dyunmit r, th Townley CommitL~
for the Suppression of Counter Revolution and Speculation may
dra • from on encl of the tute to th other and back again any
man or woman upon whom this comml ttee mny de ·ire to sit Jn
inquisition, and not only the committee, but any member of the
eommittee, ha this power!
Reader~ who have heard ._omething of the operation of tbe
Bank of ·orth Dakota, in which all of Torth Dakota's public
funds, now in the neighborhood of $20,000.000.00, are quarantined,
without check from the state auditor, the auditing board or any
other irn1ividual or commi:sion directly re ponsible to the peo1 le, will :;;mile w11en rliefoth ..ays :
"Tim O.'LY 'l'fII G THAT PAY L RUSSIA TODAY I,
Bm ·a A co L.n. AH, JDSPE IALL .,. 01TE DEALI TG WITH
Fl 'A. ·('J~S. A 0 ... 1 U SAR HA LTG A.. '"YTHI... ,.G TO I 0
WJTH EL .A
ID A TO IATICALLY Bl~ OMES RI H."
.And, smiling, he will perhap recall revelations in the Leagne
Bank can<lal at Valley City and the Scandinavian-American
T

TD UD l'L&D
k farce at Fargo, which Governor Frazl r and other er·
ts of Townley sought so de pera tely to over up, and who. e
1 the principal cau e ot the deadly bate which Townley
nd his tools entertain for ttorney General Langer .
Fortunate, indeed, :f.or Langer, Hall and Ko tlzky, attorney
neral, secretary of tate and tate auditor, who in 1 ted upon
remaining loyal to the proletariAt In the :f.ac of the dictator'.
rath, and in e ·po ing crookedne werever they found it, thnt
the orth Dakota oviet 'lovement ha not yet progre sed t0
the FIRI G SQUAD STAGE!

IN CONCLUSION
THE RED FLAME has presented another indictment against
Soctallsm, Communism, Bolshevism, Anarchism and Revolution.
THE RED FLAME bas quoted to you Anarchy's own platform
!rom Its own publlcation.
THE RED FLAME does not ask you to believe only what
you want to believe; it insists that you shall believe what you
must believe on the basts of facts presented you.
THE RED FLAME asks you, people of America, as a fair
and unbiased jury to judge.
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Townley', eontt:mpt for, nud ft'nr of, th ~I Jenditl rcturne 1
Ml r ·' orgunbmtion. th Amerknn lft'gion, frequently roi• out
In the editorials untl lWW :torlc · printed in hi. personal new:paper, the J<'urgo Courier 1 • w~. Here i < ue of hi,s sneering
lll&rls in a rec~.1t i 1'Ue :-"The American Legion in its magazine
gives space to 91e Hanson, preacher of Lynch law. And yet t.tie
American Legion is founded on respect for law." Sentiments or
the league wlll out.-Times Enterprise, Albert Lea.

''T. N. T."
When we come to know Townley and Trot ky Socialism to,.·
what it is as T'. N'. T. we will then have the correct weight antl
mea urements of the thing, and there won't be enough legitimate

farmers left in the

onpartlsan League to make farming tbr

tanners a profitable or healthy occupation for the radical reds
to tollow.-Lamberton Star.

THE RED FLAME asks you to determine for yourseU and
your !amily whether COMMUNISM as openly preached and advocated in this country, as espoused by the press and the leaders
of that !action of the Communist movement which now has
orth Dakota in its grip, bodes good !or you and yours.
THE RED FLAME asks you whether chaos can correct evils
now existent.
THE RED FLAME asks you whether this is not a time !or
sound thinking and for courageous doing. •
THE RED FLAME asks you if any but the most cowardly,
craven cur can smugly stand to one side and allow another to
make the fight for him.
THE RED FLAME asks you what you are doing, personally,
as an individual unit of• this great country which the RED
REVOLUTION would tear to bits, to protect your birthright.
THE RED FLAME asks you, if you have a wife, or a sister,
or a daughter, or a mother, what you are doing to protect
them from the lascivious, lustful REIGN OF THE BEAST.
THE RED FLAME asks you whether you are man enough,
big enough, brave enough to accepi the fight which the RETURN
OF THE BRUTE bas brought to your door.

TRAIL OF THE FIERY SERPE T

There's a red, red trail a-winding
From Ru · ·la's far off bore;
And the trail of the Fiery Serpent
• Is marked by stains of gore.
There's murder, lust and misery
Strewn all along the way;
·ow its bloody fangs arc raised to ·trike
At the heart of the U. S. A.
Arc we cowar<l to sit thus idly
While the bloody trail wind. on?
Can it be we are kin to tho e heroc'
'l'hnt fought in sixty-one?
Or to the rn ...,.ea ontincntal
'!'hat starv d, and froze, nnd bled?
I>iu they di for n glorious Union,
Or n born for the bloody Red?
Dear ·1ads who donned the khaki
And went bravely to meet your fate,
How can you be .,o indifferent
To the d om that o'erhangs our state?.
Help dear old . . •ortb Dakota
Once more to raise her bead,
And by your vote in nineteen-twenty
Wipe out the Trail of Red.
Oh, rally! Rally, 5.ii;;;ter dear
Before it i too late,
lIPlp ern.,e th
tuin of clishouor
Prom our dear old ''. un. hine Stat ."
If we keep our homes and virtue,
We must eru h the cr})ent' hea<l,
And by your vote in nineteen-twenty
Wipe out the Trail of Red!
E:\IF,LL "E EGA • SH'l~RT, Golva, N. D.

